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Summary

Due to miniaturization of various equipment, microfluidic devices will become more
common in future years. Many applications envision multiphase systems flowing
through narrow channels, so investigating wall interactions is an important issue.
In this thesis, the deformation and break-up of viscous drops between two paral-
lel walls is investigated. For this, the boundary-integral method (BIM) is extended.
BIM has the advantage over other numerical methods that only surfaces have to be
described, and not the whole computational domain. One disadvantage is that only
Newtonian fluids in creeping flow conditions can be simulated, but this is fortunately
the case for microfluidic systems.

To properly describe the deformation of a drop between two walls with BIM, the
Green’s functions have to be modified to obey the no-slip condition at the walls.
For this, expressions taken from literature are used. Considerable attention has been
given to quickly evaluate these terms. Two key features are the subtraction of slow-
decaying terms, which can be evaluated analytically, and a significantly simplified
description of the Green’s functions by using asymptotic expressions several wall
separations away from the pole. Furthermore, periodic boundary conditions for par-
allel wall configurations are implemented, using an algorithm that incorporates the
far-field asymptotic Green’s functions, and solutions of the two-dimensional periodic
Poisson equation; the latter can be evaluated rapidly.

The main focus has been on drop deformation and break-up in confined shear. The
effect of the confinement is an increase in drop length, and deformation into non-
ellipsoidal shapes, which are common in bulk flows, upon increasing the confine-
ment ratio (drop diameter divided by wall separation). This is valid for all viscosity
ratios (drop viscosity divided by matrix fluid viscosity). When investigating the crit-
ical capillary number (ratio of viscous forces to interfacial forces), it is found that
in confinements low-viscosity drops are harder to break up, there is no significant
effect on equi-viscosity drops, while high-viscosity drops are easier to break up. A
mechanism is proposed to explain these rather counter-intuitive observations. The

vii
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main effect of the confinement is its influence on the rotational component of the
shear flow. By removing rotation, tumbling of high-viscosity drops is prevented,
enhancing break up. However, the confinement also acts to increase the length of
drops. As long and slender shapes of drops are aligned more in the flow direction,
this results in a less effective strain field acting on them, and hence an increasing
critical capillary number. This latter situation is found for all viscosity ratios, but for
low-viscosity drops the effect is visible at a much lower confinement ratio, while for
high-viscosity ratio drops, the effect is not observed till the highest degrees of con-
finement are reached. The observation that low-viscosity drops align more in flow
direction is supported by a slender-body theory derived for parallel wall conditions.

Next, pairing and collective dynamics of trains of drops and solid particles in pres-
sure driven flows are investigated. It is shown that isolated pairs of drops undergo
pairing, while isolated pairs of rigid spheres do not cluster. By contrast, confined
linear arrays of particles and drops always undergo pairing regardless of deforma-
bility. The response of linear arrays to particle displacements shows a qualitative
dependence on deformability, where the deformability of the drops leads to ‘pair
cascading’. For rigid particles and drops with low-capillary numbers, these results
can be explained by simple dipole interactions. A higher-order multi-pole model
is suggested that can accurately predict the behavior of trains of deformable drops
at a fraction of the cost for the full BIM simulation. Complex collective behavior is
observed for linear arrays with particle displacements parallel to the walls. Here,
deformable drops show stabilization, whereas rigid particles tend to diverge.

Finally, confined, infinitely-long, equi-viscous threads are studied. The initial growth
rate is compared with Tomotika’s theory, and for unconfined threads an excellent
match is found. With increasing confinement ratio, the growth rate decreases, par-
ticularly perpendicular to the walls. The wavenumber at which the growth rate is
largest makes a minor shift towards smaller wavelengths. The breakup time in-
creases significantly, but no absolute stability is found for the highest confinement
ratios. The onset of in- and out-of-phase breakup behavior for multiple threads is
also reproduced, where the critical thread separation, below which in-phase breakup
occurs, shifts to lower values for increasing confinement ratios. Finally, the stabiliz-
ing effect of shear flow on thread disintegration is demonstrated.



CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.1 The need to go small

Downsizing equipment is an ongoing trend in industry like in miniaturization of
production tools to develop tailor-made batches with specific properties, rather then
bulk-produced shelf stock. A pronounced example is the need for fast, small diag-
nostic tools for biological fluids [86]. As a consequence, lots of interest developed into
so-called lab-on-a-chip devices and micro total analytical systems (µTAS ). These are
typically credit card-sized devices which should allow complete analysis, with only a
minute amounts of material in short times. Mixing, manipulating, labeling, filtering,
washing and performing reactions should all succeed in fast operations. A key fea-
tures therefore is transport of well-defined and separated amounts of material being
analyzed by different sensors. Since devices are small, transport takes place through
narrow channels, typically in the order of 10-100µm, which is also the size of bio-
logical cells and drops in fluid mixtures. Interactions with walls play, given these
size similarities, a significant role. Wall interactions can alter the flow of immiscible
systems and induce specific flow patterns and drop deformations. Flow can also be
used to diagnose differences in elasticity in biological cells, applying deformation in
confined channels to discriminate between healthy and sick cells [133].

1.2 Drops in flow

This thesis focuses on the behavior of drops confined between two parallel walls. The
dispersed phase is considered to be a simple fluid. Interfacial tension is present, but
no elastic membranes or other complex surfaces are dealt with. On systems like there,
a number of analytical, experimental and numerical studies have been conducted.
Here, we will give a brief overview.

1



2 1 INTRODUCTION

Drops and blends in bulk flow Pioneering work on the behavior of single drops in
shear flows was conducted already by Taylor [113, 114], who derived a small de-
formation theory, expressing the deformation of a drop as function of the capillary
number Ca and the viscosity ratio λ:

Ca =
RGµ0

σ
; λ =

µi

µ0
. (1.1)

Here R is the undeformed drop radius, G is the shear rate, σ is the interfacial tension
between drop and matrix phase, and µ0 and µi are the viscosity of the matrix and the
drop phase, respectively. The capillary number represents the ratio between viscous
forces distorting the drop, and interfacial forces, restoring the drop’s spherical shape.
An alternative interpretation is that it reflects the ratio between the time scale of
deformation G, and the capillary relaxation time σ/Rµ0. Taylor’s small deformation
theory has been verified by a large number of experiments [9, 114, 120], and is still
used as a method to measure interfacial tension, see e.g. [62, 76, 132, 134]. Recently,
models have been proposed to link drop deformation to external flow [63, 81, 131,
136].
For large deformations, a critical capillary number above which the drop breaks up
has been defined. One of the first systematic investigations into how this critical cap-
illary number depends on the viscosity ratio was conducted by Grace [49]. This data
set is now known as the Grace curve, with as characteristics a lowest critical capillary
number with the value of 0.5 found for a viscosity ratio 1, while high-viscosity drops
(λ > 4) are impossible to break. They tumble in the flow field, similar to rigid rods.
Finally, low-viscosity drops asymptotically approach a critical capillary number of
∞ with decreasing viscosity ratio, thus drops with zero viscosity are impossible to
break up. The practical use of the Grace curve is limited, as it is only valid for quasi-
stationary situations, and no massive jumps in shear rate, yet it is still used frequently
in industry today to get a rough estimate of the resulting drop size in a process.
Bentley and Leal [14] did a similar study as Grace’ in a four-roll mill, and varied the
flow type going from simple shear to extensional flow, and found a reduction of the
critical capillary number for all viscosity ratios by placing the drops in extensional
flow fields. For low-viscosity drops in various flow conditions, slender-body theo-
ries have been developed by Buckmaster [26], Acrivos and co-workers [1, 59, 60], and
later revisited by Khakhar and Ottino [69]. The scaling relationships for predicting
the critical capillary numbers produced by these theories match the experimental re-
sults quite well. Analytical models that accurately predict a critical capillary number
for a large range of viscosity ratios and flow histories are still lacking, and people
often turn to full numerical simulations. Finally, a lot of the above mentioned work
is mentioned in various reviews articles written in the past [35, 36, 95, 108, 121].

Drops and blends in confined flow Drop migration, deformation, and breakup in
the presence of walls, have been studied for quite some time. Initial interest was
stimulated by pipe flow in industrial processes and flow through porous media [87]
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for enhanced oil recovery. Recently, with the development of microfluidic systems,
there has been a revival of interest in flow through square channels, and the effects
of walls on the dynamics of drops. Related is the migration of blood cells in arteries
[6, 7]. For pressure-driven flows in channels, a lot of research has been conducted
in the generation of drops via T-junctions and flow-focusing devices [3, 28, 77, 110].
By varying geometries and flow rates, a variety of drop size distributions could be
generated. For shear flow between parallel plates other interesting effects have been
found. Migler and co-workers studied blends in a Linkam shear cell. They showed
the development of stable strings due to coalescence of drops, which were then sta-
bilized due to wall and shear effects [83], the development of layered structures [89],
and other structures not observed in bulk flow, as squashed drops [90]. Vananroye
et al. [128] found similar results, but for lower viscosity ratios. The same authors also
found that the confinement has a substantial effect on the critical capillary number
[127]. Compared with bulk flow, drops were found harder to break up when the
viscosity ratio was low. For equal viscosities no significant effect was found. In addi-
tion, high-viscosity drops were found easier to break and even drops with a viscosity
ratio well above 4 could be broken, something which is impossible in bulk shear flow
[49]. Sibillo et al. [102] investigated drops in highly confined systems, and found os-
cillatory behavior in drop deformation for high, but sub-critical, capillary numbers,
and complex break-up modes for super-critical capillary numbers. Recent review
articles on microfluidics are available as well [36, 104, 110].

Numerical methods Several numerical methods have been developed in the past
decades to study multiphase flows, and multiphase flows in the presence of walls in
particular. They can be subdivided in roughly two categories: front-capturing and
front-tracking methods. Front-capturing techniques introduce a continuous scalar
variable in the domain, which has a value of 1 in the drop phase, and 0 in the ma-
trix (or a variation on this theme), and define the interface with the gradient in this
function. The function is convected with the flow to follow the deforming interface.
Examples of this method include volume-of-fluid (VOF) [58, 61, 97], level-set [88],
continuum surface force [24], and the diffuse-interface method [2]. Front-tracking
techniques consider an interface with zero thickness and track the movement of the
interface in time. A prime example of this is the boundary-integral method [92, 96].
Kruijt-Stegeman et al. [74] proposed a hybrid between a front-tracking and front-
capturing technique. Another technique that does not really fit this classic schism
is lattice-Boltzmann [112, 125], which is based on interactions of hypothetical fluid
particles according to kinetic gas theory.

1.3 Boundary-integral method

For this thesis, a boundary-integral method is developed. Boundary-integral meth-
ods for bulk flows have the advantage that only the drop surface needs to be
meshed, so reducing the problem from a full three-dimensional, to a mere two-
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dimensional one, which allows for a highly accurate description of the drop. De-
pending on how the solid is incorporated in the method (see for various examples:
[30, 31, 51, 64, 65, 105–107, 137, 143]), it also needs to be meshed. Nevertheless, the
advantage remains that only the shape of the solids needs to be taken into account,
and not the whole domain. Another advantage of the boundary-integral model over
front-capturing methods, is that thin regions in drop-drop and drop-wall interactions
are better resolved, which is useful in studying for example drop coalescence [27, 67],
drops sliding down an inclined plane [51], or the classic Bretherton problem of long
bubbles in a tube [25]. Recent advancements for boundary-integral methods include
efficient remesh algorithms to handle deforming and breaking drops [32, 33], multi-
pole acceleration techniques to simulate a vast number of drops [139, 140, 142], non-
singular contour-integration to handle close drop-drop interactions [10], and implicit
time integration schemes to significantly reduce the computation time [38], all which
add to the attractiveness of this method. Disadvantages of the method are the fact
only drops in Newtonian creeping flow conditions can be considered, so no inertia
or non-linear visco-elastic material behavior. However, this is a realistic assumption
in most cases considered for microfluidic applications.

1.4 Objective and outline

The objective of this thesis is to develop and implement a boundary-integral method
to study drop deformation between parallel plates. Emphasis will be laid on imple-
menting an efficient and accurate code to properly handle the presence of the walls.
The method will be applied to various flow conditions and compare with published
experimental, analytical, and numerical results. Furthermore, some questions arising
from recent publications will be addressed.
The mathematical and numerical details will be described in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3,
an existing slender-body theory is modified to study the influence of parallel walls
on the deformation of low-viscosity drops in shear flow. In Chapter 4, the boundary-
integral method is used to study shear-driven deformation and breakup of viscous
drops. The influence of the capillary number, the confinement ratio, and the viscosity
ratio is studied. Results are compared with small-deformation theories, existing nu-
merical and experimental data from literature. Finally, an explanation for the para-
doxical behavior of the influence of the confinement ratio on the critical capillary
numbers for different viscosity ratios is proposed. This explanation is supported by
both our simulations as well as experiments. In Chapter 5, the pairing and collective
behavior of trains of drops in pressure-driven flows are investigated. These results
are compared with those of solid particles, obtained with a Stokesian dynamics tech-
nique. In Chapter 6, the stability of confined threads is described. Final conclusions
and recommendations are made in Chapter 7.



CHAPTER TWO

Methodology

2.1 Boundary-integral formulation

Consider a drop with radius R in creeping flow conditions between parallel walls, as
schematically depicted in Figure 2.1. The origin of the coordinate system is located
exactly halfway between the two walls, so the walls are located at z = ±W . The loca-
tion of the origin is non-trivial, as will be discussed below. The drop viscosity is given
by µ1, the matrix viscosity by µ0, and the viscosity ratio is defined as λ = µ1/µ0. An
interfacial tension σ acts between the drop and matrix. To non-dimensionalize this
problem, all length scales are scaled with R and pressures with σ/R. Time and ve-
locity require different scalings for shear and pressure-driven flows. For shear flow,
time is scaled with the shear rate γ̇ and velocities with Rγ̇; for pressure-driven flows,
time is scaled with Umax/R and velocities with Umax, where Umax is the maximum
velocity in the channel. Due to this scaling, the two other parameters that charac-
terize the flow problem are the confinement ratio R/W , and the capillary number,
which is defined for shear flow as Cashear = Rγ̇µ0/σ, and for pressure-driven flow as
CaPois = Umaxµ0/σ.
The discontinuity in the normal stress across the interface is given by f , which reads
in non-dimensional form:

f (x) =
2

Caκ (x)n (x) , (2.1)

with n the vector normal to the interface, and κ the local curvature. The curvature
is defined as κ = 1

2
∇s · n, with ∇s the surface gradient operator: ∇s = (I − nn) · ∇,

where I is the unit tensor. Note that f in Equation (2.1) only includes the capillary
pressure, but the model is easily extended to include van der Waals forces, density
differences, or gradients in interfacial tension [11].
To compute the velocity at any given point in the domain, a boundary-integral

5
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PSfrag replacements

R
2W

µ1 = λµ0

µ0

x

z

O

S

σ

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a drop with radius R and viscosity µ1 in a matrix fluid
with viscosity µ0 located between two parallel plates with a distance between the
plates of 2W . The interface is given by S and it has an interfacial tension σ.

method [92, 96] is used, where the velocity u at the pole x0 = (x0, y0, z0) is given
by:

(λ+ 1)u (x0) = 2u∞ (x0) − 1

4π

∫

S

f (x) ·G (x,x0) dS(x)

− λ− 1

4π

∫

S

u (x) · T (x,x0) · n (x) dS(x), (2.2)

where the integration is over all the drop surfaces S. Furthermore, u∞ is the pre-
scribed velocity field. For the parallel wall configuration, the only relevant flows are
shear flow u∞ = (z, 0, 0), and Poiseuille flow u∞ =

(
(W−z)(W+z)

W 2 , 0, 0
)

. Finally, G and
T represent the Green’s functions for velocity and stress respectively, associated with
the flow due to a point force, also known as the single and double-layer potential, or
the Stokeslet and the stresslet.

2.2 Green’s functions for parallel wall configuration

The requirement that the velocity components should vanish at the wall, is obeyed
by modifying the Green’s functions G and T to include the free-space result and a
part with the additional contributions due to the presence of the walls:

G = G∞ + G2W ; T = T∞ + T2W , (2.3)

where the free-space parts are given by:

G∞ (x,x0) =
I

|x̂| +
x̂x̂

|x̂|3
, T∞ (x,x0) = −6

x̂x̂x̂

|x̂|5
, (2.4)

with x̂ = x − x0, and x = (x, y, z) is the field point.
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The wall contribution of the single-layer potential has been derived by Liron & Mo-
chon [78] and by Jones [68]. The main difference between these two formulations
originates from the fact that Liron & Mochon placed the origin of the coordinate sys-
tem at the lower wall, whereas Jones placed it exactly half way between the plates.
Staben et al. [106] used the results of Liron & Mochon to study rigid particles be-
tween two parallel wall, and Griggs et al. [51] used the same Green’s functions for
drops in pressure-driven flows. In this work, the formulation of Jones is used, since
it yields a more symmetric form:

G2W
xx = −1

2

∫
∞

0

(
J0 (qs) +

ŷ2 − x̂2

s2
J2 (qs)

)
t1pp (q, z, z0) dq (2.5)

+

∫
∞

0

J0 (qs) r1pp (q, z, z0) dq,

G2W
zz =

∫
∞

0

J0 (qs) t1nn (q, z, z0) dq, (2.6)

G2W
xy =

x̂ŷ

s2

∫
∞

0

J2 (qs) t1pp (q, z, z0) dq, (2.7)

G2W
xz = − x̂

s

∫
∞

0

J1 (qs) t1pn (q, z, z0) dq, (2.8)

G2W
zx = − x̂

s

∫
∞

0

J1 (qs) t1np (q, z, z0) dq, (2.9)

with s =
√
x̂2 + ŷ2, x̂ = x − x0, ŷ = y − y0, and Jν is a Bessel function of the first

kind with order ν. The integrands t1nn, ..., r1pp can be found in Appendix A.1. The
component G2W

yy is the same as G2W
xx , with the change x̂ → ŷ, ŷ → −x̂, G2W

yz is the
same as G2W

xz with the factor x̂ replaced by ŷ; the same change goes for G2W
zx , and

G2W
yx = G2W

xy .
The double-layer potential T is defined as [92]:

Tijk = −δikQj (x,x0) +
∂Gij

∂xk

(x,x0) +
∂Gkj

∂xi

(x,x0) , (2.10)

where Q (x,x0) is the pressure vector associated with the Green’s function G. Similar
as for the Green’s functions for the velocity and stress, the pressure vector can also
be decomposed in a free-space result and a wall contribution, where the components
are given by [68, 92, 126]:

Q∞ (x,x0) = 2
x̂

|x̂|3
, (2.11)

Q2W
x (W,x,x0) = 2

x̂

s

∫
∞

0

qJ1 (qs) p1p dq, (2.12)

Q2W
z (W,x,x0) = 2

∫
∞

0

qJ0 (qs) p1n dq, (2.13)
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and Q2W
y is the same as Q2W

x with x̂ replaced by ŷ. The integrands p1p and p1n are
listed in Appendix A.1.
To properly evaluate T2W , the partial derivatives of G2W to x need to be determined
as well. Here, two different categories are distinguished: derivatives with respect
to z, and those to x and y. The derivatives with respect to z are quite simple: in the
terms t1nn, ..., r1pp (Appendix A.1), the following changes are made:

w cosh (w) → q [cosh (w) + w sinh (w)] ,

w sinh (w) → q [sinh (w) + w cosh (w)] ,

cosh (w) → q sinh (w) ,

sinh (w) → q cosh (w) .

The derivatives with respect to x and y require proper differentiation of the Bessel
functions:

∂Jν (qs)

∂x
=
∂s

∂x

∂Jν (qs)

∂s
, (2.14)

where the following formulations for the derivatives of the Bessel functions are used
[130]:

∂J0 (qs)

∂s
= −qJ1 (qs) ;

∂J1 (qs)

∂s
=

1

2
q (J0 (qs) − J2 (qs)) ;

∂J2 (qs)

∂s
= qJ1 (qs) − 2

s
J2 (qs) .

(2.15)

The resulting expression for a derivative to x or y can be quite long, so here only one
result is shown, all the others can be found in Appendix A.3. The derivative of G2W

xz

to x is:

{
G2W

xz

}(x)
= −

{
x̂

s

}(x) ∫ ∞

0

J1 (qs) t1pn dq

− x

s
{s}(x) 1

2

∫
∞

0

q (J0 (qs) − J2 (qs)) t1pn dq,

(2.16)

where {}(x) denotes the derivative of that term to x.
To rapidly evaluate these infinite integrals, each integral is split in a part that is han-
dled numerically and one that is handled analytically [64, 65, 106]:

∫
∞

0

J0 (qs) t1nn dq =

∫ ξ

0

J0

(
t1nn − t̆1nn

)
dq +

∫
∞

0

J0 (qs) t̆1nn dq. (2.17)

Here, t̆1nn is an approximation of t1nn at high q (see Appendix A.2 for all terms). The
second integral on the right-hand side of Equation (2.17) can be evaluated analyti-
cally [130]. The terms t̆ are defined in a such a way that t− t̆ is the same as t with E±
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replaced by E± − 4 exp (−2qW ). This works for all terms except t1pp and t
(z)
1pp, but this

can be solved by adding two additional terms, as listed in the end of Appendix A.2.
The numerical integration can be performed much faster this way, as t̆ does not have
to be evaluated independently. The rate of decay of t− t̆ is now predominately given
by qW exp (−2qW ), which decays fast, so performing the numerical integration only
from 0 to ξ is sufficiently accurate, where the cut off of the integration is chosen at
ξ = 7.
These Fourier-Bessel integrals are still relatively expensive in terms of computational
cost. However, large values of s can be tackled in another way, since an asymptotic
expression for the Green’s functions at high s exists, where they take a Hele-Shaw
form. At high s, G is given by [18, 78]:

GHS = −1

2
µ−1 (W − z) (W + z)∇QHS + O

(
e−s/2W

)
, (2.18)

with

QHS = − 3

8W 3
π−1 (W − z0) (W + z0)∇ψ (x̂, ŷ) + O

(
e−s/2W

)
, (2.19)

where ψ = − ln (s) is the solution of the two-dimensional Poisson equation:

∇2ψ (x̂, ŷ) = −2πδ (x̂, ŷ) . (2.20)

Inserting these equations yields:

GHS =
3

2s4W 3

(
W 2 − z2

) (
W 2 − z2

0

)


x̂2 − ŷ2 2x̂ŷ 0

2x̂ŷ ŷ2 − x̂2 0
0 0 0


+O

(
e−s/2W

)
, (2.21)

and

QHS = − 3

s2W 3

(
W 2 − z2

0

)
(x̂, ŷ, 0) + O

(
e−s/2W

)
. (2.22)

Notice that the velocity component in the z-direction vanishes and, similarly, a force
applied in the z-direction has an exponential decaying contribution to the velocity
parallel to the walls. Based on the exponential decaying error, one can see that once
s is sufficiently large compared to the wall spacing, the asymptotic formulation can
be used. The cut-off point, which is labeled sc, is chosen at 2.5 wall spacings, or 5W .
Using Equation (2.10), the asymptotic expression of T can be found as well.
Similar as for the velocity, the pressure P outside the drop, scaled with σ/R, can also
be expressed as a boundary integral [92]. For drops with λ = 1, this expression is:

p (x0) = − 1

8π

∫

S

f (x) · Q (x0,x) dS(x). (2.23)

Here, Q (x,x0) is the pressure vector associated with the Green’s function G (x,x0).
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The pressure field is calculated by defining a rectangular grid around the drop and in
each point Equation (2.23) is evaluated. A simple near-singular subtraction technique
is used to handle the singularity of Q∞ as x approaches x0:

p (x0) = − 1

8π

∫

S

(f (x) − f (x∗)) · Q (x0,x) dS(x) + cfn (x∗) , (2.24)

with x∗ the location of the closest node on the drop surface, fn = f · n and c is a
constant, which is 0 when x0 is outside and 8π when x0 is inside the drop.

2.3 Periodic systems

To study periodic structures like long threads and sheets, a periodic domain with
a length of Lx in the x-direction, and Ly in the y-direction is considered (see Fig-
ure 2.2). For this, periodic Green’s functions need to be implemented. Various ways
to handle three-dimensional free-space kernels exist and have been used in the past
to study blends [79, 138–140]. A straightforward technique is to make an Ewald sum-
mation over G and T [46]. However, Ewald summations, or similar techniques, for
the Fourier-Bessel integrals as introduced in Section 2.2 do not exist. To properly

PSfrag replacements

Lx

Ly

Figure 2.2: The computational domain for periodic structures. The rectangle with the bold
lines in the middle is the original domain with a periodic structure inside it, and
several layers of periodic images are shown around it. The cross represents a pole
location which is needed for evaluation. The term δG only has to be evaluated in
the circle with radius sc around the cross.

evaluate periodic Green’s functions between parallel walls, an algorithm similar as
proposed by Blawzdziewicz and Wajnryb [23] is used here. The basic idea is to sub-
tract the Hele-Shaw formulation from the full Green’s functions in a limited number
of points, and then to add the Hele-Shaw formulation efficiently summed over the
whole domain.
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For this, a number of periodic images of the original computational domain are made
(see Figure 2.2). Next, the term δG is defined:

δG = G∞ + G2W − GHS. (2.25)

For each pole-field point combination, δG is summed over the original domain and
all the periodic images of the field point. From Equation (2.21), it is seen that δG ex-
ponentially decays to 0. Using this, a circle around x0 with radius sc can be defined,
outside which δG is practically 0, and does not have to be evaluated. This signifi-
cantly limits the number of periodic images that have to be defined. Depending on
the choice of Lx, Ly and W , only a handful of layers of periodic images are required.
In fact, the number of layers multiplied with Lx or Ly has to be at least sc, but more
layers are not required:

NxLx ≥ sc,

NyLy ≥ sc, (2.26)

where Nx and Ny are the number of periodic images in the x and y direction respec-
tively.
Since GHS is subtracted, it has to be added again, but now summed over the whole
domain. This term is the periodic version of the Hele-Shaw kernel: GHS

per, which leads
to following formulation of the periodic Green’s function Gper:

Gper =
∑

l

δG (x + l,x0) + GHS
per, (2.27)

where l is a two-dimensional vector, which components are integer multiples of Lx

and Ly respectively, and which range from −Nx to Nx for the x component and from
−Ny to Ny for the y component. What remains to be defined is an expression for GHS

per.
This term is identical to GHS (see Equation (2.18)), except that ψ in Equation (2.19) is
replaced with ψper, the solution of the periodic Poisson equation:

∇2ψper (x̂, ŷ) = −2π

[
∑

l

δ (x̂2 + l2) − (LxLy)
−1

]
. (2.28)

Here, l is the same two-dimensional vector as mentioned above, but ranges from −∞
to +∞, and x̂2 is a two-dimensional vector consisting of x̂ and ŷ.
Various algorithms exist to efficiently compute ψper [5, 48, 53]; here, the one proposed
by Tyagi [123, 124] is used:

ψper =

∞∑

m′=−∞

L

(
x̂

Lx
,
|ŷ +mLy|

Lx

)
+L

(
x̂

Lx
,
ŷ

Lx

)
+

2π

12Lx

(
1 − 6

|ŷ|
Ly

+ 6

(
ŷ

Ly

)2
)
, (2.29)
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where the prime indicates that m = 0 is to be skipped, and the function L is defined
as:

L (x, y) = −1

2
ln (1 − 2 exp [−2πy] cos [2πx] + exp [−4πy]) . (2.30)

Furthermore, depending on pole and field point location, x̂ and ŷ have to be modified
such that:

−Lx/2 < x̂ ≤ Lx/2,

−Ly/2 < ŷ ≤ Ly/2,
(2.31)

which can be achieved by taking the proper modulus. To evaluate ψper at s = 0,
expressions for the self interaction are used, which can be found in the papers of
Tyagi [123, 124]. Blawzdziewicz and Wajnryb [23] provide expressions for GHS

per and
QHS

per based on Ewald summations.
What remains is to choose Lx and Ly. The cut-off parameter sc was already set to
5W . The most straightforward choice is to set both Lx as well as Ly to 5W too. This
ensures that one layer of periodic images (Nx = Ny = 1) is sufficient to capture
all nodes where δG 6= 0. Depending on the structure one wants to investigate and
the wall spacing, different values of Lx and Ly can be chosen as well. For example,
with a large value of Ly and a small value of Lx, one can study an isolated train of
drops. However, for the threads with sinusoidal distortions as studied in Chapter 6,
Lx cannot be chosen freely, and depends on the wavelength of the distortion. The
number of layers of periodic images has to be adjusted properly, of course.

2.4 Numerical implementation and validation

The numerical part of the integrals of Equations (2.5-2.9) and those of Appendix A.3
are evaluated using a Gauss integration scheme. The derivation and implementation
are validated by placing the field point on the wall, and the source point at various
locations. In this situation, as the velocity is 0 at the wall, G2W = −G∞ and T2W =
−T∞. The component T 2W

113 of the stresslet is chosen to check the convergence of our
method. Convergence with the number of Gauss points and increasing s is shown in
Figure 2.3. The relative error decreases rapidly, but increases for larger s. Hence, 30
Gauss points clearly provide accurate results for all situations considered. However,
for even larger values of s (s > 10), this might not be sufficient, but there the Hele-
Shaw formulation can be used.
Although the integrands look quite intensive to compute, significant reduction of
computational effort can be achieved by storing certain parameters and updating
them when needed. At the beginning of the simulation, all terms involving only
the location of the walls (A± − E± in Appendix A.1) are evaluated with the proper
values of q and stored. At the beginning of each time step, all hyperbolic functions
with arguments of the z-coordinates of each node are evaluated and stored. As the
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Figure 2.3: The relative error in the value of T 2W
113 as function as the number of Gauss points

for various values of s.

boundary-integral computation involves two loops over all the nodes that make up
the drop surface (for each pole, a loop over all the field points), the terms involv-
ing only qW and qz0 (u and v in Appendix A.1) can be computed and stored at the
start of the second loop by simple multiplication. Final evaluation of an integrand
for a certain node-node combination is then simply a multiplication of several terms
already evaluated individually. This whole process is significantly cheaper than eval-
uating multiple hyperbolic functions for each node-node combination at each time
step. For the computation of the double-layer potential this is advantageous too, as
the terms that include qW and qz0 are identical to determine the partial derivatives
to z, and hence no additional computational effort for those terms is required, except
multiplication, which is relatively cheap.
Further reduction of the computation time can be achieved by replacing the two-wall
kernel by the summation of the two single-wall kernels, as done by Griggs et al. [51],
and possible an additional Taylor expansion for the missing two-wall part. These
authors reported only small differences (∼ 1%) between two single-wall kernels,
and the full Green’s function. This has the advantage that no expensive Fourier-
Bessel integrals have to be evaluated. This approximation worked well in the case
of pressure driven flow with modest capillary numbers, and indeed, similar results
were found with the current method (see [65]), but there are serious discrepancies
for shear driven flows. In Figure 2.4 the additional deformation due to the walls is
plotted, for two different ways of handling the two-wall contribution to the kernels:
the current method with the exact Fourier-Bessel integrals, and the summation of
two single-wall kernels, as given by Blake [20]. With increasing the confinement ra-
tio R/W , the match becomes worse, ultimately leading to break-up for the two-wall
kernel computation, where stable shapes are found for the Fourier-Bessel method.
Adding the Taylor expansion, derived by Griggs et al. [51], might reduce this er-
ror, but no effort was pursued in that direction, as the current results are accurate
enough, and the computational resources required are modest. Furthermore, large
values of s are considered in this study and so a lot of terms would have to be kept in
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the expansion. When evaluating the individual kernel components, it can be shown
that when pole and field point are both close to the wall, but far away in the xy-
plane (large s), there is a large discrepancy between the full Green’s function and the
summation approximation; when s is small, the difference is small (the difference
between the approximation and the full Green’s function are discussed in more de-
tail in Chapter 3). As in shear flows, the two points that are closest to the walls are
usually significantly separated, while on the other hand this difference is small in
pressure-driven flows, this explains why the summation approximation works well
in pressure-driven flows, but fails in shear flows.
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Figure 2.4: The additional deformation of the major drop axis due to the presence of the
walls as function of the confinement ratio with two methods of calculating the
modified Green’s functions. These are the stable values for Ca = 0.3 and λ = 10.
Computing the modified Green’s function with the superposition of the upper
and the lower wall kernel led to break-up for higher confinement ratios.

Other numerical details of the current implementation are based on recently pub-
lished work. A non-singular contour integration is used for the free-space kernels
[10]. This means that instead of standard surface integration, the evaluation of the
singular free-space Green’s functions G∞ and T∞ can be performed at the location of
the pole with a contour-integration around the pole. Since the two-wall kernels are
evaluated with surface integration, this split might give problems with the asymp-
totic formulation that is used for the far-field, as they are for full Green’s function.
Since the Green’s functions are split in a free-space and a wall-contribution part, the
free-space Green’s function has to be subtracted from the asymptotic one in the im-
plementation. This leads to small numerical errors, where the free-space part is sub-
tracted in a surface integration formulation, and added later in a contour-integration
representation. The errors are relatively small in the current case for studying the
transient motion of drops, but could be significant when investigating the far-field
velocity field in detail, for example, where resulting velocities are small. Therefore,
a standard surface integration with singularity subtraction [79] is used to study the
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drop trains in Chapter 5, where small velocity differences are significant.
Time integration is conducted with a multi-time-step scheme, where the kernels are
only evaluated every 50 time steps [10]. A typical time step used was 5.10−4 to 1.10−3,
depending mainly on the capillary number. Furthermore, the curvature and normal
vector were evaluated via contour-integration [79]. The iterative procedure to solve
for u in Equation (2.2) is done via simple successive substitution. Except for the ini-
tial time step, all steps require no more then 3 iterations, so more advanced solving
procedures, as for example a bi-conjugate gradient method [141], were not required.
Each time step, the uniform drop expansion is removed from the solution spectrum.
This significantly speeds up the iterative procedure. To keep the mesh in good shape,
the nodal coordinates are updated with the normal component of the interfacial ve-
locity in addition to an extra tangential velocity that moves nodes to places with high
curvature [79]. To study large deformations and breakup modes, a remesh algorithm
[32, 33] was used.
Finally, consistency with the number of nodes N is shown. For this, the deformation
of a drop in shear flow, with Ca = 0.2, R/W = 0.83 and λ = 0.1, is considered. The
primary focus is on the major axis L, defined as the largest distance between two
nodes. Besides L, B is defined as twice the minimum distance from the mass center
of the drop to the interface, and LW as maximum size in the xy-plane. In Table 2.1, L
is shown with the stationary value and the highest transient value for a varying num-
ber of nodes. It is clear that a converged result is reached. As a boundary-integral
method is only first-order accurate in N , the convergence is slow, but sufficient for
the accuracy aimed for in the studies presented in this thesis. For most simulations
concerning single drops, 4002 nodes were used.

Table 2.1: Mesh convergence of the maximum and the stable value of the major drop axis L
with Ca = 0.2, R/W = 0.83 and λ = 0.1.

#nodes 642 1002 1442 1962 2562 3242 4002 4842
Lmax 2.7739 2.7545 2.7445 2.7386 2.7349 2.7323 2.7306 2.7297
Lstable 2.7255 2.7091 2.7030 2.6991 2.6963 2.6942 2.6928 2.6913
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CHAPTER THREE

A slender-body theory for
low-viscosity drops between parallel

walls

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 1, an interesting recent experimental observation is described: the
breakup behavior of single drops in shear flow between two parallel walls [127].
With increasing the confinement ratio, high-viscosity drops are easier to break up
(the critical capillary number is lower), equi-viscous drops show no significant
changes, while low-viscosity drops were found harder to break up compared to the
unconfined situation. In case of high-viscosity drops, their behavior can be explained
by the fact that the walls prevent tumbling and thus keep the drop aligned in the
strain field, something which does not happen in bulk flow. However, a proper
explanation for the suppressed breakup of the low-viscosity drops is lacking. Al-
though a boundary-integral method is available to handle drops between parallel
walls [65], boundary-integral methods have difficulties handling the long and slen-
der drop shapes with pointed tips that are typical for low-viscosity drops. For bulk
flow this problem has for been tackled by developing slender-body theories to study
the asymptotic case of λ � 1 [1, 26, 59, 60, 69]. In this chapter, the slender-body
theory for low-viscosity drops in unbounded shear flow as derived by Hinch and
Acrivos [60], is revisited, and modified to introduce the neighborhood of two close
parallel walls.
The symbols as introduced by Hinch and Acrivos [60] are mainly used throughout
this chapter, and they do not always correspond to those introduced in Chapter 2.
The two most important differences are the fact that the walls are located at y = ±W ,
and that R indicates a local radius of slender drop, and not the radius of the spherical

17
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Figure 3.1: A slender drop between two parallel walls. The drop has a spherical cross section
with radius R and a deflection from the centerline η. Two coordinate systems are
defined: a global Cartesian (x, y, z) and a local cylindrical (x, r, θ).

drop with an equal volume as the slender one.

3.2 Mathematical procedure

A drop with volume 4πa3/3 and viscosity µ1 in a shear flow with shear rate E is
described as a long slender body, with length 2l, local radius R = R(x, t) and with
a deflection from the center line η = η(x, t), as shown in Figure 3.1. The drop is
assumed to be slender, so that R, η � l. Derivatives in the x-direction are indicated
with a prime, and are small, but non-zero: R′, η′ � 1. An identical procedure as used
by Hinch and Acrivos [60] is used to generate an expression for the evolution of R
and η, based on the velocity and resulting stresses. First the main result of Hinch and
Acrivos [60] is recalled, who derived the final equations describing the evolution of
the drop shape:

Ṙ = −ηR′ − η′R− 1

2G
+

1

2
pR,

η̇ = −ηη′ − 3RR′, (3.1)

p = p0 + 8

∫ x

0

[
η

R2
+

2

R4

∫ x

0

RṘ dx

]
dx,

with G = Caλ2/3 the free parameter. To obtain this result, the following scaling argu-
ments were used: R and η were scaled with aλ1/6, x and l with aλ1/3, t with E−1λ−1/2,
and p0 with µEλ1/2 (the power 1/3 in the original work of Hinch and Acrivos [60]
seems to be a typo).
Now, the derivation is modified to obtain the influence of the walls. The undisturbed
velocity field is simple shear flow, and in local polar coordinates is given by:

ux = E (η + r sin θ) , ur = 0, uθ = 0. (3.2)

The drop generates as a disturbance flow, which is described in singularities (a
stresslet, a source, and a source-dipole) distributed along the centerline of the drop.
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The velocity uj generated due to a stresslet T with strength 4πµf (s) is given by:

uj =

∫ +l

−l

3

2
f (s)T1j2 ds (3.3)

Similarly, the velocity due to a source S of strength 2πg (s) by:

uj =

∫ +l

−l

1

2
g (s)Sj ds, (3.4)

and due to a source-dipole SD of strength 2πh (s) by:

uj =

∫ +l

−l

1

2
h (s)SDj2 ds. (3.5)

The velocities can then be simply converted to the local, polar coordinates. Further-
more, a pressure is defined via a pressure distribution Π, also with strength 4πµf (s):

p =

∫ +l

−l

3µf (s)Π12 ds. (3.6)

For unconfined situations, the stresslet, source, source-dipole, and pressure distribu-
tion in Cartesian coordinates are defined respectively as:

T∞

ijk = −6
xixjxk

|x|5
, (3.7)

S∞

i =
xi

|x|3 , (3.8)

SD∞

ij =
δi2

|x|3
− 3

xjx2

|x|5 , (3.9)

and

Π∞

ij = 4

(
− δik

|x|3
+ 3

xixj

|x|5
)
. (3.10)

The relative coordinates for the current problem are given in the local coordinate
system as:

x1 = x− s; x2 = y − η (s) ; x3 = z. (3.11)

To correct for the influence of the walls, wall reflections of these distributions are
introduced. The single-wall correction for all the terms follow from Lorentz’ images
of the stresslet, source, source-dipole, and pressure term [15, 20, 57, 71]. The reflected
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field vW of a vector v is then given by:

vW = P̂
(
R̂0 +HR̂1 +H2R̂2

)
· v, (3.12)

with the operators defined as:

R̂0 = −Iy − 2y∇ey + y2∇2I, (3.13)
R̂1 = −2∇ey + 2y∇2I, (3.14)
R̂2 = ∇2I, (3.15)

with Iy = I − 2eyey, H = y0 −W and y = y − y0. The operator P̂ mirrors a vector w

around the wall plane:
[
P̂w

]
(x, y, z) = Iy ·w (x, 2W − y, z) . (3.16)

Inserting the definitions of the singularities yields the wall-reflected forms of the
singularities, having a distance to the bottom wall of y = −η−W , and to the top wall
of y = η −W .
There is some discussion in the literature on whether using two, single-wall correc-
tions is a good approximation for the full, double-wall Green’s function. Griggs et al.
[51] reported that the approximation behaved excellent in pressure-driven flows,
while Janssen and Anderson [65] showed that it gave completely different results
in shear flows. Investigating the individual components of the Green’s functions,
one can conclude that the differences between the two variations remain small if the
distance in the plane parallel to the walls between pole and field point is small (or
in the current notation:

(
(x− s)2 + z2

)
� W ). This is exactly the case in pressure-

driven flows. To illustrate this, the 112 component of the wall correction of T is
shown in Figure 3.2. The distance between pole and field point in the y and z direc-
tion are chosen small (to simulate a small R and η), while x is varied. For small x
(x � W = 1), there is a good match between the two computations, suggesting that
the approximation used in the current work indeed is valid.
Using the two single-wall images, the resulting velocity from the reflections can be
determined. For the unconfined case, these integrals can be evaluated asymptoti-
cally. Here, it is assumed that the drop has an extreme slender shape: l � W � R.
This ensures that the evaluation can once again be performed locally, or in other
words: the numerator of the integrand decays over a length scale W (and not R as
in the unconfined case), but f and η vary over a length scale l and, as l � W , this
means f and η can be considered constant over the length W . One should note how-
ever, that both f and η have derivatives f ′ and η′ respectively, which are required
for the integration by parts and in the velocity and stress computations, despite their
lower order of magnitude.
The additional reflections result in rather long expressions for ux, ur, uθ, the pressure
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Figure 3.2: The component 112 of the wall correction of the stresslet T using two ways of
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p, and the resulting stresses, all of which are Taylor-expanded in 1/W :

ux = cx,0 + cx,2

(
1

W

)2

+ cx,4

(
1

W

)4

+ ...+ cx,2i

(
1

W

)2i

, (3.17)

ur = cr,0 + cr,2

(
1

W

)2

+ cr,4

(
1

W

)4

+ ... + cr,2i

(
1

W

)2i

, (3.18)

uθ = cθ,0 + cθ,2

(
1

W

)2

+ cθ,4

(
1

W

)4

+ ... + cθ,2i

(
1

W

)2i

, (3.19)

p = cp,0 + cp,2

(
1

W

)2

+ cp,4

(
1

W

)4

+ ...+ cp,2i

(
1

W

)2i

. (3.20)

Notice that the wall reflections of the source and the source-dipole now also add
a pressure contribution. In Appendix B, several of the expansion terms are repro-
duced. Only even powers in 1/W appear, as summing over both walls cancels odd
expansions.
With the velocities and the pressure known, expressions for the stress can be gener-
ated. The next step is to consider the stress balance at the interface:

( γ
R

− p
)

n = σ · n, (3.21)

with γ the interfacial tension, σ the stress tensor, and the normal vector n is defined
as n = (−R′ − η′ sin (θ) , 1, 0) in the local, polar coordinate system. Solving these three
coupled equations, one can find expressions for the, thus far unknown, densities f ,
g and h. Similar to the velocity and pressure, these terms are once again expanded in
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1/W :

f = cf,0 + cf,2

(
1

W

)2

+ cf,4

(
1

W

)4

+ ...+ cf,2i

(
1

W

)2i

, (3.22)

g = cg,0 + cg,2

(
1

W

)2

+ cg,4

(
1

W

)4

+ ... + cg,2i

(
1

W

)2i

, (3.23)

h = ch,0 + ch,2

(
1

W

)2

+ ch,4

(
1

W

)4

+ ... + ch,2i

(
1

W

)2i

. (3.24)

Next, the densities are inserted in the equation for volume conservation:

Ṙ + η̇ sin (θ) = u · n. (3.25)

Grouping the relevant terms together and scaling leads to new integro-differential
equations for the evolution of R and η.

3.3 Results

The resulting equations truncated at an order of (1/W )4 are:

Ṙ = −ηR′ − η′R− R

2

(
1

G
− p

)
+
R2
(
R
(

1
G
− p
)

+ 2Rη′ + 6ηR′
)

2W 2
(3.26)

+
R4
(
6η2R

(
1
G
− p
)
− 2R3

(
1
G
− p
)
− 3R (R2 − 4η2) η′ + 2η (6η2 − 13R2)R′

)

4W 4
,

η̇ = −ηη′ − 1RR′ +
R2
(
η
(

1
G
− p
)

+ ηη′ −RR′
)

W 2

+
ηR2 (η2 − R2)

(
1
G
− p
)

+
(
η3R2 − 43ηR4

16

)
η′ + 1

2
R3 (R2 − 10η2)R′

W 4
, (3.27)

p = p0 + 8

∫ x

0

[
η

R2
− η

W 2
+
ηR2 − 2η3

2W 4
+

2

R4

∫ x

0

RṘ dx

]
dx. (3.28)

If only the first-order expansion is taken into account (neglecting all terms containing
W ) the only difference with the result of Hinch and Acrivos [60] (Equation (3.1)), is
that the numerical prefactor in the RR′ term in the η̇ equation, has changed from 3 to
1 (indicated in Equation (3.27) for emphasis). This means that the solution is affected
at O(1), regardless of the ratio R/W . The origin of this term comes from the Lorentz’
image of the T122 component of the stresslet and the fact that extreme slenderness of
the drop is assumed. Even though the walls are far away, the length of the drop is
even longer.
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Figure 3.3: The steady state drop length l and the deflection from the centerline η at x = l as
function of G = Caλ2/3.

Next, a new set of dimensionless groups is introduced: η̃ = η∗/
√

3, Ẽ =
√

3E∗,
t̃ =

√
3t∗, p̃0 = p∗0/

√
3, and G̃ =

√
3G∗, where the asterisk refers to the original non-

dimensionalized parameters. After replacing the old dimensionless groups with the
new scaled groups, one can retrieve the original result for unbounded drops. This
immediately gives the main result of this work: the critical G (or capillary number)
is

√
3 times higher in the confined case, although the dependence on λ remains un-

changed. The reason for this is that drops are more aligned in the flow direction (η
is lower), and thus are shorter, while the critical l remains unchanged. From now on,
these rescaled variables are used.
To investigate the influence of the confinement R/W in more detail, the polynomial
expansion algorithm, as described in Hinch and Acrivos [60], is used to solve for the
steady state of the resulting differential equations, where R and η are given in even
and odd polynomials respectively:

R (x, t) = R0 (t) +R1 (t) x2 +R2 (t) x4 + ...+RN (t) x2N , (3.29)

η (x, t) = η0 (t) x+ η1 (t) x3 + η2 (t) x5 + ...+ ηN−1 (t) x2N−1. (3.30)
A minor modification is made for the higher expansions in W , were convergence
problems exist with lower values of W . In these cases, the simulation is started from
a higher value of W and consequently W is decreased, until the desired value is
reached, after which G is systematically increased. Results proved to be converged
with expansions up to (1/W )4, and using N = 13 for the polynomial order.
Some results with the higher-order expansions are shown in Figure 3.3, where the
steady state l and 1/η at x = l, both as function of G, are shown. The O(1) correction
is identical to the result of Hinch and Acrivos [60], since rescaled variables are used.
Investigating the drop length l, it is observed that there is hardly an influence of the
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location of the walls, except at lower G. Here, R is the largest (a relatively short and
“fat” shape), and hence the terms involving (R/W ) are large. However, the influence
on the behavior near Gcrit (end of each curve) is minimal, so the initial analysis pre-
vails: the drops align more in the velocity direction, thus become shorter, and Gcrit
increases. The term that indicates the deflection from the centerline at the drop tip,
1/η, shows a less clear picture. It was mentioned that the O(1) wall correction leads
to drops being more aligned than the unbounded case. It is remarkably, however,
that the higher-order expansions show that decreasing the wall separation leads to
less alignment in flow direction, while the drop length l is not significantly effected.
The origin of this effect is not fully understood at this point. It might be a limita-
tion of the theory, e.g. when W becomes relatively small. However, even with the
corrections, the alignment is still larger than the unconfined situation, so the overall
conclusion remains unchanged.
To support the above theory, a boundary-integral simulation is conducted at sub-
critical values of G. The half drop length l and the deflection at the tip in time for
two drops, one with a/W = 0 and one with a/W = 0.9, both with Ca = 0.8 and
λ = 0.01 (so G = 0.037) are shown in Figure 3.4, using similar scaling as in the rest of
this chapter. Clearly, the effect of the confinement is a reduction of the drop length
and leads to more alignment, even at the reduced length, exactly as predicted by the
theory. The numerical value of l corresponds with the result of the slender-body the-
ory, as shown in Figure 3.3a, while the alignment, especially for the confined case, is
off by about 50%. One can argue that the conditions for the boundary-integral sim-
ulation do not fully correspond to the limiting case that the slender-body requires
(λ � 1, l � W � R), but nevertheless the underlying behavior of the drop seems to
be captured. Advanced remesh algorithms, better curvature computations and im-
proved hardware might provide better results for the boundary-integral simulations,
but are beyond the scope of this work.

3.4 Conclusions

The Hinch and Acrivos [60] slender-body theory for low-viscosity slender drops is
extended to include situations were the drop is confined between parallel walls.
The modified theory uses simplified Green’s functions, and predicts the observa-
tions from both experiments as well as simulations, which is that the critical capillary
number increases with confinement ratio for low-viscosity drops. In a first order of
magnitude approximation, the ratio is

√
3 between the confined and the unconfined

critical capillary number. Reason is that drops align more in flow direction, and
hence become shorter at an equivalent capillary number. While the critical length
above which the drops breaks remains the same, this leads to an increased critical
capillary number.
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Figure 3.4: The half drop length l and the deflection from the centerline at the end η as func-
tion of time. The results were obtained with a boundary-integral method as de-
scribed in Chapter 2 and Janssen and Anderson [65] with Ca = 0.8 and λ = 0.01,
which corresponds to G = 0.037 in the variables used in this chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Deformation and breakup of drops in
shear flow

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the boundary-integral method as described in Chapter 2 is applied
to study the deformation and breakup of drops in shear flow between two parallel
walls, as shown in Figure 4.1. The influence of the capillary number, the level of
confinement and the viscosity ratio on the shape of the drop are investigated. Results
are compared with other numerical techniques, experimental data, and analytical
results. The critical capillary number is also investigated, and an explanation for
apparently paradoxical results are given. In all cases the simulations are started with
a spherical drop placed exactly half-way between the two walls, unless mentioned
otherwise. Similarly as for the Green’s functions, parameters and results related to
the unbounded cases are indicated with the superscript ∞, the additional effects with
the superscript 2W , and the combined effects without any superscript.

4.2 Validation

Results that illustrate mesh convergence for the boundary-integral method were pre-
sented in Chapter 2. Here, further validation is given by comparing the current
results with various other results obtained with different methods. First, results
for a drop with Ca = 0.2, R/W = 0.9 and λ = 1 are compared with those from
a VOF-PROST [98] method, which is a full three-dimensional front-capturing tech-
nique. The shear flow prescribed is defined as u∞(x0) = (z0, 0, 0)T , and the results
are shown in Figure 4.2. The axis L is defined as twice the maximum distance from
the drop center to the interface, B as twice the minimum distance from center to

27
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of a drop in shear flow between two parallel plates.
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Figure 4.2: Evolution of the axes L and B, and the rotation angle in time for Ca = 0.2, R/W =
0.9 and λ = 1.

interface, LW as the width in the xy-plane, and the orientation angle φ as the angle
between the long axis L and the x-axis.
The results for both axes as well as for the rotation angle show a good match. There
is a minor discrepancy in the values, but ultimate mesh convergence was not claimed
for the VOF simulation (Y. Renardy, personal communication). The coarseness of the
mesh can further influence derived quantities as L and B, since their values are com-
puted using the node-node distances, which are discrete, introducing minor errors.
This error is enhanced in the computation of the orientation angle, which explains
the relative large difference between the two simulations for that parameter. Overall,
the results are in good agreement and one can assume that the current method is well
capable of handling this flow problem.
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Figure 4.3: Enhanced drop deformation D2W as function of R/W for three capillary numbers.
The thick lines are the boundary-integral results, while the thin lines correspond
to the small deformation theory of Shapira and Haber [101].

4.3 Small deformation limit

In addition to numerical simulations, also theoretical descriptions of drop deforma-
tion between parallel walls exist. Here, a comparison with the small-deformation
theory of Shapira and Haber [101] is made. They used a reflection method to obtain
the influence of the walls on the Taylor deformation parameter D, which is defined
as:

D =
L− B

L+B
. (4.1)

Extra deformation due to the presence of walls was found to be (their Equation [64]
in the current variables):

D2W = Ca
(
R

2W

)3
1 + 2.5λ

1 + λ

16 + 19λ

8 (1 + λ)
sin (φ) cos (φ)Cs, (4.2)

where Cs is a parameter that depends on the location of the drop in the channel,
tabulated in Shapira and Haber [101].
In Figure 4.3, the additional deformationD2W for several capillary numbers is plotted
as a function of the confinement ratio for λ = 1 and cases where the drop is placed
halfway between the plates. Not only is the predicted (R/W )3 scaling obtained, but
also the absolute value gives excellent correspondence. Results for larger capillary
numbers are not shown, since then the drop shape significantly starts to deviate from
the typical spheroidal shape, and no good comparison with this small-deformation
theory can be obtained anymore. The fact that higher confinement ratios result in
non-spheroidal drops is in disagreement with the statement of Shapira and Haber
[101]: “...wall effects have not altered the shape of the deformed droplet...". Sibillo
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et al. [102] reported a good match between their experimental data and the results
of Shapira and Haber [101], but also these authors observed a significant mismatch
with the small-deformation theory once the confinement ratio approaches 1.
Next, four different viscosity ratios are investigated: λ = 0.1, 0.3, 3 and 10, see
Figure 4.4, where the deformation for two low capillary numbers, Ca = 0.05 and
0.1, is shown. Similar as for the equi-viscosity drops, excellent correspondence is
found for all viscosity ratios, and only at high confinement ratios once a deviation is
shown, where drops show a larger deformation. Furthermore, the deviation of the
computed value compared with the small-deformation limit in the absolute value
for the λ = 10 case is also relatively large. No immediate cause for this deviation
is identified, although the calculated orientation angles of the drops are quite low
for these cases. Changing the orientation angle with only a few degrees is sufficient
to get an excellent match here also here, and, as mentioned before, calculation of
the orientation angle is sensitive to errors. Modifying the Shapira-Haber model, to
remove the influence of the rotation angle, might also provide a better fit [129].
Therefore, it is concluded that the validity of the small-deformation theory is only
limited to small capillary numbers and small to medium confinement ratios. In
other words, as long as the drops retain an almost spheroidal shape. A rough in-
dication of the parameter space were this is valid is for Ca < 0.2 and R/W < 0.8.
Recently, Minale [85] modified the Maffetone-Minale model [81], to include the ef-
fects of two parallel walls using the results of the Lorentz’ reflection technique used
by Shapira and Haber [101]. That theory might be more suited for medium to large
capillary numbers and confinement ratios, but no comparative study with the cur-
rent boundary-integral method has been conducted so far.

4.4 Transient behavior and moderate deformation

For many applications, large deformations and transient behavior are of interest.
This section focuses on the behavior of drops deforming in stronger, but still sub-
critical, shear flows. Figure 4.5 shows drop deformation, expressed in L, and drop
shapes in time for a drop with Ca = 0.2, λ = 1, and R/W = 0.9. Figures 4.6 and 4.7
provide details showing the major axis L and the rotation angle φ with varying con-
finement ratio for Ca = 0.2 and 0.4, respectively; both with λ = 1. The overshoot in
L is typical for drops deforming in confined geometries. Initially the hydrodynamic
interaction with the wall is strong and the drops deform more. As the drop stretches
out, it tumbles away from the wall, decreasing the interaction. Ultimately, the drop
experiences a weaker flow and starts to retract (see the images in Figure 4.5). For
higher capillary numbers a damped, oscillatory behavior is observed, where the re-
tracted drop rotates back, followed by an increase in deformation again. The ampli-
tude of this deformation decreases, and eventually a stationary situation develops.
Similar behavior was reported experimentally by Sibillo et al. [102]. For Ca = 0.4,
and the confinement ratios R/W = 0.5 and 0.67, the drop breaks up instead of reach-
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of our simulations with the small deformation theory of [101]; a.)
λ = 0.1 b.) λ = 0.3 c.) λ = 3 d.) λ = 10.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: The major axis L in time for drop with Ca = 0.2, λ = 1, with: a.) R/W = 0,
b.) R/W = 0.9. Drop shapes at times indicated with the spherical symbols are
shown as well.

ing a stationary shape. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.5.
Figure 4.8 shows results for λ = 0.1 and Figure 4.9 for λ = 10. For λ = 0.1 a sim-
ilar trend is found as for a viscosity ratio of unity: the deformation increases with
increasing confinement ratio. Furthermore, an overshoot in L is seen for the higher
confinement ratios, as well as a decrease in the orientation angle, showing that the
drop orients more in flow direction. However, for drops with λ = 10, there are signif-
icant differences. The unconfined drop shows an overshoot and damped oscillatory
behavior, similar as for highly confined drops for viscosity ratios of λ = 1 and be-
low. But with increasing the confinement ratio, the overshoot disappears for drops
with λ = 10. In general, the influence of the walls leads to an increase of deforma-
tion for all viscosity ratios, but the effect is by far the strongest for the high-viscosity
case. It is also seen that for this viscosity ratio for confined drops the orientation an-
gle is higher than for unconfined drops. In other words, the walls prevent the drop
from aligning in flow direction, or, in the case of high capillary numbers, the drop is
prevented from tumbling.
In Figure 4.10, stationary shapes are presented for λ = 1 at R/W = 0.9 for four
capillary numbers. The non-ellipsoidal shapes are recognized, and, for Ca = 0.4, a
longer extended drop shape is found. Figure 4.11 shows the transient images of a
drop with λ = 1, Ca=0.4 and R/W = 1, next to those of an experimental study of
Sibillo et al. [102]; an excellent match is found.
Figure 4.12 demonstrates the influence of the confinement on the steady shapes for
λ = 0.1 and λ = 10. The confined low-viscosity drop shows a minor increase in
deformation and only obtains a non-ellipsoidal shape, while the high-viscosity drop
has a significant increase in deformation, orienting less in flow direction.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution in time of: a.) the major axis L and b.) the rotation angle φ for λ = 1,
Ca = 0.2 and various R/W .
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Figure 4.7: Evolution in time of: a.) the major axis L and b.) the rotation angle φ for λ = 1,
Ca = 0.4 and various R/W .
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Figure 4.8: a.) The major drop axes in time and b.) the rotation angle in time, with Ca = 0.3,
λ = 0.1 and various confinement ratios.
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Figure 4.9: a.) The major drop axes in time and b.) the rotation angle in time, with Ca = 0.3,
λ = 10 and various confinement ratios.
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Figure 4.10: Stationary drop shapes for Ca = a.) 0.1, b.) 0.2, c.) 0.3 and d.) 0.4 for R/W = 0.9.

Figure 4.11: Shape evolution of a drop in time with Ca = 0.4, R/W = 1. The images on the
right are from Fig 1. of Sibillo et al. [102].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.12: a.) The steady drop shapes for Ca = 0.3, and a.) λ = 0.1, R/W = 0 b.) λ = 0.1,
R/W = 0.9 c.) λ = 10, R/W = 0 d.) λ = 10, R/W = 0.9.
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Figure 4.13: Streaklines and drop shapes for Ca = 0.2 with a.) R/W = 0 and b.) 0.9 in the
stationary situation.

Figure 4.13 shows the streaklines for Ca = 0.2, λ = 1, and R/W = 0 and 0.9, in the
stationary situation, and high shear rates are found between the tips and the walls
the confined drop, where the matrix fluid is squeezed between drop and wall. More-
over, a large portion of the matrix fluid does not pass between drop and wall, but is
reversed. The flow inside the drop still only has one vortex, therefore no significant
differences are found here, at least not more than would be expected based on the
very different shape of the drop.
Finally, pressure profiles in the y = 0 plane are shown in Figure 4.14. For the uncon-
fined drop, high pressures are found on the inside of the drop near the tips, where
the curvature of the interface is high. On locations with low surface curvature, the
pressure is low, even lower than 2, which is the resulting pressure inside a spherical
drop. Just outside the drop we find a pressure lower than 0 near the tips, and higher
than 0 near places with low curvature. The case for the confined drop is different.
The pressure near the tips is higher pressure, as is the curvature here is, and lower
pressures are present inside the drop near places with low curvature. The main dif-
ference is outside the drop. The wedge that forms between drop and wall leads to
an increased pressure, approaching values as high as 1. Subsequently, the pressure
gradient behind the wedge is large, as also there the pressure is lower due to the high
curvature.

4.5 Effect of confinement on breakup

In this section, the breakup behavior of confined drops is investigated. The focus is
mainly on the critical capillary number Cacrit, defined as the capillary number above
which drops break up, starting from a spherical shape. For most cases, Cacrit is de-
termined within a margin 0.01. The results for equi-viscous drops are first shown, in
Figure 4.15 .
With increasing confinement ratio, Cacrit initially slightly decreases, and reaches a
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Figure 4.14: Pressure distribution for Ca = 0.25, R/W = 0 and R/W = 0.83.
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Figure 4.15: The critical capillary number as function of the confinement ratio for λ = 1.
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minimum at Ca = 0.5, with Cacrit = 0.375. By further increasing the confinement
ratio, Cacrit increases again. These results are in complete agreement with the experi-
ments of Vananroye et al. [127], who also found a minor influence of the confinement
ratio on Cacrit for cases with λ ≈ 1. An interesting observation is that the break-up
mode changes from binary into ternary break-up. The evolution of the drop shapes
for three supercritical capillary numbers (Ca = 0.44 for R/W = 0.75, Ca = 0.46 for
R/W = 0.8 and Ca = 0.47 for R/W = 0.9) is shown in Figures 4.16a-c. For all cases,
the drop initially stretches out, and forms larger blobs at the tips, that point towards
the walls. As the drop starts to retract, a wave forms between the blobs. In the case
of Ca = 0.44 with R/W = 0.75, the wave has two periods. Eventually, the amplitude
of the wave grows, also due to retraction, and a new blob forms in the center. The
drop eventually breaks up into three drops, with roughly equal size. The simulation
is stopped once the curvature in the neck(s) becomes too large. As mentioned before,
no mesh splicing is conducted, so the post-break-up behavior is not investigated.
For Ca = 0.46 with R/W = 0.8 and Ca = 0.47 with R/W = 0.9 a similar behavior
is observed. However, the wave between the drop ends has three periods. In the
later stages, the two middle parts merge into a larger one. The final shape just prior
to break-up shows again three drops forming; the middle one, however, is larger
than the two outer ones. On the other hand, the middle one is also more slender
than the two on the outside, so eventually also three, roughly equal sized drops will
form. This suggests that it might be possible to break a drop in four parts, using an
even higher confinement ratio. Sibillo et al. [102] presented one experimental result
for R/W = 2, which showed complicated, multi-stage breakup behavior. In Fig-
ure 4.16d, a breakup shape reported by Sibillo et al. [102] for Ca = 0.46, R/W = 0.7
is shown. Similar as to our results, they also found a stretched drop breaking into
3 fragments, all roughly equal in size. The experimental conditions are not exactly
identical to the numerical one, but nevertheless an excellent agreement is found.
These results show that the boundary-integral method can be readily applied for a
more detailed study on the influence of wall effects on the critical capillary num-
ber [34, 35]. However, to investigate the post-breakup behavior and final drop size
distribution, the code needs to be extended to handle breakup, and allow for topo-
logical cases, which is a non-trivial task in boundary-integral methods in particular
and front-tracking methods in general. So no effort to modify the current implemen-
tation in that direction was undertaken.
Continuing with the results for different viscosity ratios, seemingly different trends
are observed. Numerical and experimental data are presented in Figure 4.17. Low-
viscosity drops show a significant increase in the critical capillary number with in-
creasing confinement ratio, while high-viscosity drops show a spectacular drop in
Cacrit, after which the critical capillary number increases again. Also, the confine-
ment ratio at which ternary breakup appears shifts to higher confinement ratios for
high-viscosity drops. The appearance of the ternary breakup seems to be coupled
with an increase of the critical capillary number. Finally, especially for the equi-
viscous and high-viscosity drops, the minimal critical capillary number is about 0.4.
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Figure 4.16: Drop shapes in time for supercritical situations: a.) Ca = 0.44 and R/W = 0.75
b.) Ca = 0.46 and R/W = 0.8 c.) Ca = 0.47 and R/W = 0.9 d.) Ca = 0.46 and
R/W = 0.7 taken from Fig 3. of Sibillo et al. [102].
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Figure 4.17: Critical capillary number as function of the confinement ratio: a.) BIM results,
b.) experimental data. The filled symbols represent ternary breakup. The exper-
iments were conducted by Anja Vananroye at the KU Leuven in Belgium.
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Figure 4.18: Schematic representation of the effect of the confinement ratio on Cacrit. The
five regions (I-V) are explained in the text. Furthermore, the trends for the drop
length L and orientation angle as the highest sub-critical Ca are shown too. In-
creasing the viscosity λ shifts the curves to the right.

An explanation for these results is presented in Figure 4.18, which describes the be-
havior of all viscosity ratios. The main effect of confinement its influence on the
amount of rotation a drop experiences. The critical capillary number as function of
the confinement ratio is categorized in five regions, as schematically shown in Fig-
ure 4.18.
In region I, the effect of the confinement is insignificant (typically R/W < 0.2), the
unconfined behavior is found, and the original Grace curve is recovered [49].
In region II, rotation of the drop is hindered by confinement. The main result is that
the drop is aligned more in the direction of the strain field, and hence the orientation
angle goes up and Cacrit goes down. This situation has some similarities as in a four-
roll mill, where going from pure shear to an elongational flow leads to a decrease
in Cacrit for all viscosity ratios [14]. The drop length at situations just below the
critical capillary number does not make a significant change: the walls do not add an
additional stabilizing effect, but merely ensure that the drops are aligned more in the
flow direction, so the drops breaks up at the same length, but this length is reached
at a lower capillary number.
In region III, some sort of equilibrium between II and IV is reached. Remarkably,
Cacrit is about 0.4 for all viscosity ratios of 0.3 and higher, in both experiments as well
as the simulations.
With increasing the confinement ratio, region IV is entered. Here, the drops become
long, and align themselves more in the flow direction (orientation angle goes down
again) and thus experience a weaker flow: Cacrit goes up. Region IV also shows the
ternary breakup, due to the long shapes of the drops. Long drops are typically not
stable in bulk conditions, but due to the stabilizing effects of the walls, potentially
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enhanced by the shear flow, it is possible to reach these shapes. As the long drops
eventually break up, effects similar to Rayleigh disturbances might play a role [80].
What the exact details of the breakup mechanism are, is beyond the scope of this
work, but it is worthy to note that breakup usually occurs as the drop is retracting
from the overshoot.
Region V is a bit of a hypothetical situation, since it is very difficult to reach both
experimentally as well as numerically. The asymptotic region described in Chap-
ter 3 should be reached here, but this theory is defined for low-viscosity drops, and
it is unknown whether the same asymptotic behavior will occur for higher viscosity
ratios. So the question is what the range is where the asymptotic theory is valid.
Nevertheless, Region V is included to indicate that the alignment and stretching of
drops cannot continue indefinitely, since other physical effects start to play a role.
On top of that, high confinement ratios are needed for the high-viscosity drops to
reach this region. In the data shown in Figure 4.17, the high-viscosity drops indeed
seem to show an increase in Cacrit, but only at the highest confinement ratios, and
this increase in Cacrit is virtually non-existent at λ = 10. It is not entirely known at
this point what the behavior of over-confined drops is (R/W > 1), and whether it
is significantly different compared to more moderate confinement ratios. As men-
tioned before, Sibillo et al. [102] presented one result for R/W = 2, which showed
complicated, multi-stage breakup behavior.
It is now postulated that all viscosity ratios show the same behavior for these five
regions, except that the viscosity ratio introduces a shift over the horizontal confine-
ment ratio axis. Low-viscosity elongated drops basically start in region III at low
confinement ratios, while high-viscosity drops do not enter region IV until very high
confinement ratios are reached.
To support the mechanism given in the previous paragraphs, some more data is pre-
sented in Figure 4.19, where the drop length L and the orientation angle of drops
in the steady state of the highest sub-critical capillary number are shown. Trends in
Figure 4.18 are easily recognized, demonstrating that the drop length remains fairly
constant, until the critical capillary number goes up when the orientation angle goes
down, which more or less coincides with the transition to the ternary breakup as
shown in Figure 4.17.
It remains a bit of a debate whether the orientation angle is the best measure to show
the orientation of the drop. As long as drops are ellipsoidal, it is a clearly defined
and intuitive parameter. However, the drop shapes presented here are far from ellip-
soidal. Furthermore, drop lengths increase significantly with increasing confinement
ratio, which automatically leads to a decrease in the orientation angle, which makes
quantitative comparison difficult. On top of that, due to the discrete nature of the
nodes, there is an uncertainty in the computed value. The deflection of the tip from
the centerline, as used in the slender-body theory in Chapter 3, might be a better
measure for the orientation. This parameter is shown in Figure 4.20. The qualitative
trend is identical to the orientation angle: first an increase for increasing confinement
ratios, followed by a decrease again. In comparing the absolute values for different
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Figure 4.19: a.) The drop length L at the highest sub-critical capillary number as function
of the confinement ratio R/W for various viscosity ratios λ b.) The orientation
angle.

viscosity ratios, one can see that there is far less overlap for the tip deflection, which
suggests that this parameter might be more uniquely representing the effective ori-
entation of the drop. Nevertheless, for all purposes considered here, both the orien-
tation angle as well as the tip deflection support the explanation for the influence of
the confinement ratio on the breakup of drops for all viscosity ratios, and hence both
seem to be suitable parameters to quantify orientation.
There is one issue with the low-viscosity situation which is seemingly in contra-
diction with the data presented here. In Chapter 3 it was found that extreme low-
viscosity drops in the confined situation are actually shorter than unconfined drops
due to the enhanced alignment in flow direction. However, the slender-body theory
considers confined and unconfined drops at the same capillary number, while in this
chapter the highest sub-critical capillary numbers are considered. Since they can be
substantially higher for confined as compared to unconfined situations, longer drops
can be expected. In the limiting cases of the slender-body theory (λ � 1, L � W ),
it might be that the sub-critical drop length does not change anymore as function of
the confinement ratio, as predicted by the theory; or in the symbolism used in Chap-
ter 3: l at Gcrit is the same for unconfined as well as for confined situations. However,
this remains a bit of an open question at the moment, since besides the usual nu-
merical issues as curvature computation, there are also experimental problems for
this situations, for example capturing the long drop in one camera frame, and the
rotational nature of the experimental device leading to curved drops, which means
neither technique can accurately capture this regime.
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Figure 4.20: The deflection from the centerline of the tip of the drop at the highest sub-critical
capillary number as function of the confinement ratio R/W for various viscosity
ratios λ.

4.6 Slow increase versus a step in shear rate

It is well known that the deformation and breakup, if it occurs, are significantly ef-
fected by the deformation history the drop has undergone [120, 121]. In this chapter,
in all cases the initial configuration was a spherical drop. As shown in the previous
section, most parameters (in particular length L and the orientation angle φ) show
a qualitative trend that corresponds to the proposed mechanism, but there are mi-
nor inconsistencies, particularly at the higher confinement ratios. For example, the
higher viscosity ratios hardly show an increase in Cacrit, at least not nearly as severe
as for the low-viscosity drops. It might be possible to get a more complete picture
if the capillary number is systematically increased, each time starting from a steady
state situation at a lower Ca, instead of starting from a spherical shape. A prelim-
inary investigation of this method of finding the critical capillary number indeed
confirms that Cacrit goes up this way. In other words, it is possible to find stationary
states for drops that break up if one starts from a spherical shape under identical
flow conditions. This is also experimentally confirmed (Vananroye, personal com-
munication). However, since this is a quite intensive process, because all simulations
would have to be conducted until a full stationary state is reach (which can be quite
long as can be seen in Figure 4.7), and all simulations would have to be done in series,
rather than parallel, no significant effort was pursued in that direction. There are also
other issues with multiple stationary drop shapes near the critical capillary number
that may require additional investigation, but also these are beyond the scope of this
work [21, 22, 135].
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4.7 Conclusions

The boundary-integral method is applied to study drop deformation in confined
shear flow. An excellent match is obtained with VOF simulations, with the small-
deformation theory and with several experimental results. A general conclusion
is that drops show more deformation when placed between walls. Low and equi-
viscosity drops deform more and show an overshoot in their transient behavior,
whereas for high-viscosity drops, the overshoot seen in unconfined conditions actu-
ally disappears when increasing the confinement ratio. When investigating the crit-
ical capillary number, the experimental results are reproduced: low-viscosity drops
are harder to break, equi-viscous drops are only moderately affected, while high-
viscosity drops are easier to break. A simple explanation based on the influence of
parallel walls on drop rotation is given. There are two competing mechanisms: re-
moval of rotation, which decreases the critical capillary number, and alignment of
long drops in the flow direction, which increases the critical capillary number. For
lower confinement ratios and high-viscosity drops, the removal has the dominating
contribution, while for high confinement ratios and low-viscosity drops, alignment
is the most important.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Pairing and collective dynamics of
particles and deformable drops in

parallel-wall channels

5.1 Introduction

Current and future applications of microfluidic devices rely on the creation of sep-
arated drops or objects in flow used e.g. in biological testing and as microreactors
[28, 50, 86, 104, 110]. In many cases, the dispersed phase consists of more or less
spherical objects (drops, particles, or biological cells) that move as a train through
the channel. The interaction between the drops and between the drops and the walls,
influence the collective dynamics of the train. In this chapter, the behavior and the
dynamics of trains of deformable drops and of rigid particles confined between two
parallel walls are investigated.
Earlier studies on the behavior of single particles near walls have been conducted
by Lorentz, Faxén, and Wakiya, all summarized in Happel and Brenner [57]. A re-
view on the motion of drops and bubbles moving through capillaries was made by
Olbricht [87]. Pozrikidis [94] used a modified boundary-integral method and stud-
ied a file of red blood cells running through a capillary. Simulation of large arrays
of solid spherical particles between parallel walls were conducted by Baron et al.
[8], who investigated wave propagation and ordering mechanics. Recently, Beatus
et al. [12, 13] conducted a series of experiments on the relative motion of drops in
microfluidic devices. They observed instabilities, which were explained by focusing
on hydrodynamic interactions.
In this chapter, the focus is on the influence of the deformability of the dispersed
phase on the collective dynamics of trains. Rigid particles and deformable drops are
compared at different capillary numbers. The effect of modifying the initial separa-

47
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tion between drops or particles is studied. The behavior of pairs is shown first, while
subsequently trains are investigated. A simple approach for modeling deformable
drops is presented, and finally, the influence of irregularities in lateral displacement
is investigated.

5.2 Numerical methods

An array of drops or particles with radius R in a fluid with viscosity µ between
two parallel walls is considered (see Figure 5.1). The distance between the walls is
2W . Each drop or particle has a mass center Mi, and a migration velocity ui. The
prescribed velocity field u∞ has a Poiseuille profile. For drops, an interfacial tension
σ is defined and the viscosity is given by λµ, where λ is the viscosity ratio.
Solid particles are simulated using a Stokesian dynamics technique [40], that has
proven to be an efficient method for calculating multiple particle interactions in
suspensions [15–19, 29, 39, 40, 68, 111]. For the study of deformable drops, the
boundary-integral method (BIM) as described in Chapter 2 is used [64]. In both
methods, the walls are included by modifying the Green’s functions to obey the no-
slip condition at the wall, and both methods take advantage of the far-field asymp-
totic behavior of the modified Green’s functions [18, 78]. This significantly speeds up
the computation time as the two-wall Green’s functions reduce to simple analytical
expressions, instead of Fourier-Bessel integrals that have to be evaluated numeri-
cally. Drop surfaces in trains are made up of 2000 triangular elements each (1002
nodes); higher resolution meshes are used for pair computations (8000 elements or
4002 nodes per drop). To simplify the boundary-integral simulations, the viscosity
ratio is set to λ = 1.
Computation times for drop simulations are significantly longer (up to months) com-
pared to those of solid particles (several minutes), mainly due to the large number
of Green’s functions that have to be computed for the drop simulations, and the fact
that for stability reasons the time step is limited to the capillary time scale, while
the interesting time scale (relative motion of drops) is many orders of magnitude
higher. The capillary time scale is given by µR/σ, and a time scale associated with
the flow could be given by µ/(PxR), where Px is the pressure gradient in the flow
direction. This leads to a definition of the capillary number (the ratio of these two
time scales) of CaP = PxR

2/σ. This is a proper definition of the capillary number,
since it is independent of the confinement ratio R/W . An alternative definition of
the capillary number could be based on the maximum velocity in the channel. In this
case, the time scale associated with the flow is umax/R, which gives Cau = umaxµ/σ.
As umax = PxW

2/(2µ), the two capillary numbers are related by CaP = 1
2
(R/W )2Cau.

Since the confinement ratio is not varied in this study, the definition based on the
maximum velocity is chosen, as it is easier to interpret.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of an array of drops in a matrix fluid between two par-
allel plates. All drops have a mass center Mi, and a migration velocity ui.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Single drops and particles

It is a well known result that single particles do not migrate perpendicular to the
flow direction in parallel plate geometries due to the reversibility of Stokes flow [57].
Drops, on the other hand, have a tendency to migrate away from the walls to the cen-
ter of the channel. This is due to their deformability, which gives rise to asymmetric
shapes. Some recent work on this subject has been conducted by Griggs et al. [51].
Based on the fact that drops migrate to the center line anyway, in all situations con-
sidered the drops and particles are placed at the centerline. The confinement ratio
R/W is in all simulations fixed to 5/6. The influence of this parameter is interesting,
but beyond the scope of this work.

5.3.2 Pairs

First, the focus is on the behavior of pairs of drops or particles. The behavior of pairs
of solid particles is documented well and simple: they maintain the same mutual
distance [57]. The migration velocity of the pair itself, however, depends on the
distance between the particles, where particles close together will move slower than
individual particles due to the drag reduction that a pair experiences.
Drops show different behavior and they approach each other during flow, but even-
tually maintain a small separation distance. This result, obtained with the present
BIM code, is demonstrated in Figure 5.2a, which shows the relative velocity of the
mass centers in x direction (see Figure 5.1 for the definition of the coordinate sys-
tem) as function of their separation for four different capillary numbers. The curve
is obtained by placing two drops at various initial distances from each other, fol-
lowed by the start of the simulation. After the drops obtained a steady shape, the
volume-averaged velocities of the mass centers of the two drops are computed.
The order of magnitude of the relative velocity is many times smaller than the in-
dividual migration velocities of the drops, which are O(1) in the scaled variables.
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Therefore, the drops are placed at various initial distances, rather then placing them
far away and then let them approach each other, as the simulation would take too
long. The relative velocity is positive for distances smaller than about 2.3R (this
distance is slightly bigger for Ca = 0.5), and negative for all larger separations.
This means that the drops eventually move to that separation, and that this dis-
tance is stable. The relative velocity is minimum (approach velocity is maximum)
at a separation of roughly 3R. For larger separations, the relative velocity decreases.
Furthermore, the relative velocity is lower for lower capillary numbers, suggesting
that the deformability of the drops has a significant effect on their behavior. As the
deformation is (in a first-order assumption) proportional to the capillary number, the
relative velocity should also be.
Once the drops are close, the pair itself moves slower than an isolated drop (due to
drag reduction). To illustrate this, in Figure 5.2b, the velocity of drop 1 is plotted as
function of distance between the drops. The velocity is lower as the drops are close
together. Furthermore, drops with a higher capillary number also move faster.
For the far-field interaction, scaling arguments suggest that the velocity should decay
as ∼ ∆x−3, with ∆x is the distance between the mass centers. There are two reasons
for this, that result from the asymmetry of the individual drops. The first is due to
the fact that a potential di-pole, as generated by a drop moving between two walls,
and has an ∆x−2 form, is acting on an asymmetric shape. The second is that the gra-
dient of an ∆x−2 field results in an ∆x−3 field. To investigate this scaling argument, a
rescaled version of the data is shown in Figure 5.2c. As the rescaled velocity is inde-
pendent of distance at large separations, and converges to a constant value for lower
Ca, this scaling argument seems to be correct. There are some small irregularities
in the data around ∆x = 7. This is where the transition to the far-field Hele-Shaw
formulation for the Green’s functions is made. Figure 5.3 shows steady state images
of deformed drops for different capillary numbers and provides an indication for the
amount of deformation.

5.3.3 Trains

Next, a train of 10 drops or particles is considered; computational cost for the
boundary-integral method at this moment is too high for longer trains. This is not
that serious since simulations with longer particle trains (up to 500 particles) were
conducted with the Stokesian dynamics technique, and showed qualitatively the
same results in all cases of different train lengths. Initially, all drops/particles are
placed equidistant in the center plane between the two walls. Two parameters are
changed: the initial distance between the mass centers, and the capillary number.
In Figure 5.4, some images at various instances in time are shown for a train at Ca =
0.2 and an initial distance of 4R. All images are relative to the location of the first
drop (counting from the back). The first observation is that drops at the back of the
train start forming pairs, first the last two drops, and after the second pair forms,
eventually a third pair is formed. The second observation is that the drops in the
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Figure 5.2: The relative motion of a pair of deformable drops. a.) The relative velocity of drop
2 compared to drop 1, as function of the distance between the mass centers for
various capillary numbers. b.) The velocity of drop 1 (scaled with the maximum
velocity in the channel) as function of the intra-pair distance. c.) Rescaled relative
velocity as function of distance.
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Figure 5.3: Steady drop shapes (side and top view) for Ca = 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 with
R/W = 0.83. The solid lines are the location of the walls.

Figure 5.4: Locations of drops relative to the first drop (side view) at various instances in
time (t=0, t=1200, t=2400, t=3600) for Ca = 0.2, and an initial separation of 4R.

front are moving faster than the trailing drops and are running off, starting with
the leading drop, followed by the next. Similar observations are done for the particle
trains, for which no images are depicted, only the more quantitative measures of their
particle separation, see Figure 5.5. The relative position of all particles, compared to
particle 1 (counting from the back), is plotted as function of time. Formation of pairs
is characterized by adjacent lines that are close together and running in parallel. The
fact that the front particle is moving away, is seen by the steeper slope of the top line.
Figure 5.6a shows locations in time for the case with Ca = 0.2 and ∆x0 = 4R, for
which the images are shown in Figure 5.4. Pairing is obvious from the parallel lines,
and the slower velocity of drops in a pair is clear from the change in slope of the lines
once parallel (Figure 5.2b): e.g. at around t = 4250 drop 7 and 8 form a pair, and the
slope of the line decreases.
As the drops and particles show similar behavior, the pairing mechanism is not
a result of the deformability of the drops. To explain this phenomena, the inter-
action between neighboring drops or particles is investigated. This is schemati-
cally represented in Figure 5.7. After subtraction of the pressure-driven bulk flow,
drops/particles moving between two parallel walls produce a di-pole like flow field,
that slows down the drops/particles, but also influences their neighbors. If it is as-
sumed that one drop/particle is only influenced by its direct neighbors, one can see
that each drop or particle in the middle of the train is slowed down twice, while the
first and last drop/particle are only slowed down once. The effect on the leading
drop is obvious: it simply moves faster than its only neighbor, and it will separate
more and more from the train, and, with growing separation, will experience even
less influence of the train. Eventually, the leading drop should reach the velocity of
an isolated particle and maintain this velocity. The next drop/particle in the train
then becomes the leading one, and, finding itself with only one neighbor, it on its
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Figure 5.5: The x coordinate of the mass centers of the particles relative to the first particle in
time with an initial separation of: a.) 4R; b.) 3R.
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Figure 5.6: The x coordinate of the mass centers of the drops relative to the first drop in time
with Ca = 0.2, and an initial separation of: a.) 4R; b.) 3R.
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Figure 5.7: Schematic representation of the pairing mechanism. Neighboring drops/particles
slow each other down.

turn separates from the train. The behavior continues to propagate. At the back of
the train, the last drop also has only one neighbor and moves faster, but in doing
so, it catches up with the next drop/particle, forming a pair. As a pair experiences
less drag than an isolated drop/particle, the pair slows down too, and lags behind to
the train. The next drop/particle then becomes the last in the train, and having only
one neighbor therefore catches up with the next one upstream. Via this mechanism,
pairing starts at the back. This was dubbed the ’peloton effect’ by Beatus et al. [13].
One significant difference between the drop trains and the particle trains, is the fact
that for the particle case, the pairs themselves do not have the same velocity, while
for the drop trains, albeit not exactly identical, all pairs move with a similar velocity.
This is due to the fact that the intra-pair distance is not equal for all particle pairs,
since they are formed over different time spans. Drop pairs initially also do not have
the same velocity, but as drops in a pair move towards the stable separation that was
found for isolated pairs (roughly 2.3R for Ca = 0.2), the intra-pair separation will
eventually become constant for all drop pairs, and then all pairs will move with the
same velocity. The reason that the velocities are not exactly identical is not known at
this point, but could be due to the influence of surrounding pairs, numerical inaccu-
racies, or simply that the simulation needs to run longer. Since the current simulation
was stopped after several months of real time computation (running on a single 2.4
GHz AMD Opteron 250 processor), the latter is not considered to be a feasible solu-
tion, nor refining the mesh for better accuracy.
The drop train with an initial separation of 3R (see Figures 5.6b and 5.8) show a
behavior different from the one with 4R separation. To be precise: in the ∆x0 = 3R
case, the third drop in the train (counting from the back) initially moves to the pair
formed by drops 1 and 2, while drops 4 and 5 pair up. After some time, drop 3
moves away from pair 1-2 to approach pair 4-5, while drops 6 and 7 are pairing as
well. Once drop 3 approaches pair 4-5, drop 4 starts moving (relatively to drop 1)
in the direction of drop 3 to pair, leaving drop 5 isolated. This drop then starts to
approach pair 6-7. The formation of pair 5-6 results, isolating drop 7. This “pair
cascading” is attributed to the fact that paired drops tend to approach. As shown
in Figure 5.2a, the relative velocity between two drops is the largest at a separation
distance of 3R, exactly the initial separation chooses in this case.
Results for a higher capillary number (Ca = 0.5) are shown in Figures 5.9. Pair for-
mation is slower than for the situation with Ca = 0.2, which is rationalized by the fact
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Figure 5.8: As Figure 5.4, but with an initial separation of 3R, and at t=500, t=1700, t=2800,
and t=3800.
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Figure 5.9: As Figure 5.6, but with Ca = 0.5: a.) ∆x0 = 4R, b.) ∆x0 = 3R.

that larger capillary numbers imply that the drop attraction is larger, therefore drops
interact over longer distances. Pairs therefore isolate less from neighboring drops,
yielding complex dynamics in the train. Nevertheless, the final result is similar to
the lower capillary number and clearly pairs are formed.

5.3.4 Multi-pole model

As the boundary-integral computations for drop trains are quite expensive (3 months
for 10 drops), effort has been made to develop a simplified model to rapidly get
results similar to those of the boundary-integral simulations. As Beatus et al. [13]
showed, a simple di-pole model (a sum of r−2 interactions, where r is the distance
between the mass centers of the drops) is sufficient to describe various results from
experiments with near-spherical drops. Since in the current simulations the deforma-
tion of the drops is significant (see Figure 5.3), a simple di-pole will not be sufficient.
Therefore, a multi-pole expansion is made to describe the effects of the deformed
shape. The idea is to fit the pair interaction with a sufficient amount of r−n terms
in the multi-pole expansion to yield an accurate description of the pair interaction.
A train is then generated and all drop-drop interactions are summed to get the total
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Table 5.1: Prefactors for the multi-pole expansion fits for pair interactions of drops.
pole 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Ca = 0.2 0.8229 0.0006 -0.1089 -0.0922 0.2775 0.5480 -0.1256 -0.3652
Ca = 0.5 0.8539 0.0018 -0.0775 -0.2267 0.2240 1.7084 -0.5211 -2.6242

resulting velocity:

Ui = α0 +

ndrops∑

j′=1

npoles∑

k=1

αk

rk
ij

, (5.1)

with rij = Mx,i −Mx,j. The prime indicates that self interactions (i = j) are excluded
from the summation over the drops. The simulation takes a couple of minutes, de-
pending on the number of drops, poles, time and time step.
The prefactors αk in Equation (5.1) are obtained from the fit and are given in Ta-
ble 5.1. For the Ca = 0.5 case, the evolution in time eventually gave overlap of drops
due to the poor behavior of the fit when drops are in too close proximity since then
the higher-order poles become dominant. This problem was remedied by artificially
displacing the drops over a small distance, should they approach too close.
In Figure 5.10, two results are presented to show the ability of the multi-pole model
to predict the behavior of the drop train found with the full boundary-integral simu-
lations: Figure 5.10a should be directly compared with Figure 5.6b, and Figure 5.10b
with Figure 5.9b. For Ca = 0.2 an excellent match with the full boundary-integral
simulation is obtained, while the match with the Ca = 0.5 is poor, especially in the
latter part of the simulation. For example, the multi-pole model predicts pair cas-
cading with drop 7, 8 and 9 (counting from the back), while this is absent from the
full boundary-integral simulation (see Figure 5.9b). The simulation for Ca = 0.5
with ∆x = 4R (result now shown) only shows simple pair formation, and no pair-
cascading at all. Currently it is not known what is the cause of the poor behavior of
the Ca = 0.5 multi-pole model. The origin might lay in the fact that multiple drops in
close proximity induce additional deformation, that is not captured by merely sum-
ming pair interactions.

5.3.5 Lateral displacements

Finally, the influence of a displacement of a single drop or particle in the y direction
is investigated. Once again, the initial focus is on pairs. Particle pairs show no mo-
tion relative to each other, but the pair itself migrates in the y direction, besides the
normal migration in the x direction, which is the flow direction. This migration can
also be explained by the dipole-dipole interaction, as illustrated by Beatus et al. [13].
Drop pairs also show migration, but the difference compared with the particles is that
the drops eventually align in flow direction. This is shown in Figure 5.11, where the
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Figure 5.10: The x coordinate of the mass centers of the drops relative to the first drop in time
with an initial separation of 3R: a.) Ca = 0.2; b.) Ca = 0.5. The simulations were
conducted with the simplified multi-pole model

trajectories of two drops are shown. Two parameters are varied: the capillary num-
ber and the initial separation in x direction. All pairs move to the same y coordinate
and are hence aligned in flow direction. The migration of drop 2 is slower for more
deformable drops (higher capillary number), but aligning takes place faster, as drop
1 hardly moves in the y direction. An initial larger separation in the x direction leads
to more migration in the y direction. The difference in behavior between drops and
particles can once again be attributed to the deformability, where the dipole-dipole
interaction for the drops is not symmetric, while it is for the particles.
A train of drops, with an initial displacement in the y direction of only the first drop,
shows a combination of migration in the y direction, and the pairing seen before (see
Figure 5.12). The drops are all moving in the y direction, even the leading drop that
is running off. At the moment this simulation was stopped (t = 5400), the y location
was roughly 2 for whole train, except for the leading drop, which was only displaced
over 1R. It is interesting to note that drops 5-8 (counting from the back) had a dis-
placement which was about 10% larger (2.2R in total). The combination of different
x separations (see Figure 5.11b) is the most likely cause for this. It is expected that
eventually the whole train will be aligned in flow direction. However, as the dis-
tances between the isolated drops at the front and the pairs in the back will continue
to grow, this will not happen on a realistic time scale.
For particle trains, two interesting observations are shown. The first one is the chaotic
behavior of a train of which the first particle is displaced. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 5.13a, that shows some configurations in time. Pair formation does occur, but
as particle pairs keep migrating, combined with the fact that pairs have a different
velocity in x direction than individual particles, the whole chain gets “mixed up”.
The second case considered is one in which all particles are given a minor displace-
ment that decays exponentially over the length of the chain. Some transient images
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Figure 5.11: The mass center location trajectories of two drops, where drop 1 has an initial
displacement in the y direction of 0.5R: a.) ∆x0 = 3R, Ca varied, b.) Ca = 0.2,
∆x0 varied.

Figure 5.12: Locations of drops relative to the first drop (top view) at various instances in
time (t=0, t=700, t=1400, t=2300) for Ca = 0.2, and an initial separation of 3R.
The first drop has a displacement in the y direction of 0.5R, and the solid line is
a reference line to y = 0.
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Figure 5.13: The mass center location trajectories of a train of particles at various instances in
time (the time interval is 100 for all images): a.) particle 1 has a displacement in
the y direction of 0.5R; b.) the displacement of all particles is 0.02 exp (Mx,i/0.6).
The initial distance between particles in x direction is 3R. The thin line shows
the original order of the particles

of this response are shown in Figure 5.13b. The chain keeps the exponential shape
for a prolonged time, but the magnitude of the lateral displacement increases. Pair
formation occurs as described throughout this chapter.
Lateral displacements in the middle of a long train of solid particles were studied by
Baron et al. [8], who showed wave formation and propagation. One study with the
boundary-integral method is conducted in which drop number 5 (counting from the
back) is displaced with 0.5R in the y direction. The y location of the mass center of all
drops are shown in Figure 5.14. Although the picture looks somewhat chaotic, one
should not track individual drops, but rather note that at the end of the simulation,
all drops have, or are starting to move to, a fixed y coordinate, and do not show the
transient lateral displacements as in the beginning of the simulations anymore. This
is to illustrate that, similarly as for a displacement of the first drop in the train, drop
trains show stability versus lateral displacements in the middle of the train. This is in
sharp contrast to particle trains, where lateral waves form with an amplitude in the
order of the initial displacement, and propagate through the train towards to back
[8].
Eventually, the multi-pole model from Section 5.3.4 can be extended to a two-
dimensional version, with which lateral displacements can be studied, but this is
not investigated in the current study.
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Figure 5.14: The y location of the mass center of all drops in a 10 drop train with Ca = 0.2,
initial separation of 3R and drop number 5 (counting from the back) displaced
in the y direction with 0.5R.

5.4 Conclusions

The dynamics of arrays of spherical particles and deformable drops in parallel-wall
channels have been studied numerically using boundary-integral and Stokesian-
dynamics techniques with a focus on the effects of deformability. Individual particles
and pairs of particles show no interesting behavior in channels, i.e. they do not move
relative to each other, although a pair migrates in lateral direction, if one particle is
displaced perpendicular to the flow direction. Pairs of drops slowly move to a stable
separation that depends on the capillary number. If one drop has a displacement in
the lateral direction, the drops eventually align in flow direction.
Trains of drops and particles form pairs, starting at the back, while the front drops
or particles separate themselves from the train. Depending on the capillary number
and initial separation between the drops, the formation of pairs can be quite complex.
Particle trains, on the other hand, show simple pair formation without intermediate
stages of ordering. If the first drop in a train is displaced (counting from the back),
a combination of pairing and lateral movement of drops takes place. Particle trains
show more complex behavior for these initial configurations.
A simple model that uses multi-pole interaction is presented that gives good agree-
ment with the boundary-integral results for a fraction of the computation costs, and
can be used to investigate other configurations, although it cannot take into account
lateral displacements at this point.
These findings might have implications for the design of microfluidic devices. Note
that the processes described here take place over long time scales, or drop displace-
ments in the order of 1000-10,000 wall separations. Due to pressure constraints, these
geometries might not be the most realistic for real applications. Nevertheless, since
most applications for microfluidics are aimed at drops and biological cells, their de-
formability will have to be taken into account.



CHAPTER SIX

Periodic structures between parallel
walls

6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters, the dynamics of single and multiple drops in confined flows
were studied. Besides drops, also morphologies exist in confined geometries where
at least one dimension is much larger than the wall spacing, such as threads and
sheets. Migler [83] found that coalescence of confined drops lead to the develop-
ment of stable strings. A rich collection of different morphologies found in sheared,
confined blends is now known, such as drops, squashed drops, pearl necklaces, and
threads [89, 90, 122, 128]. Cubaud and Mason [37] used a flow-focusing device to
create long threads in pressure-driven flows, but these eventually broke up due to
jetting or dripping.
For unconfined threads, pioneering work was conducted by Plateau [91] and Lord
Rayleigh [80], whose theory on the breakup of threads in air was later expanded
and generalized by Tomotika for threads surrounded by viscous fluids in quiescent
conditions [117], and in extensional flow [118]. Consider a thread with radiusR0 with
a sinusoidal disturbance with amplitude α0 and wavelength ω, a shown in Figure 6.1.
Conservation of volume requires that the mean radius R of the thread changes with
the amplitude as:

R =

√
R2

0 −
α2

0

2
. (6.1)

Small-amplitude sinusoidal distortions on the thread interface will grow if growth
results in reduction of the surface area. For this, the wavelength of the distortion has

61
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of a confined thread with mean radius R and walls lo-
cated at z = ±W . On the thread sits a sinusoidal disturbance with wavelength
ω and initial amplitude α0. In time the amplitude of the disturbance, can vary
parallel and perpendicular to the walls.

to be greater than the critical value 2πR0. This is often reformulated as

X =
2πR0

ω
< 1, (6.2)

with X the wavenumber. Tomotika’s theory states that in the initial small-
deformation limit, the amplitude of the distortion α will then grow exponentially
in time:

α = α0 exp (qt) , (6.3)

where the growth rate is given as:

q =
σΩ (X, λ)

2µ0R0
. (6.4)

Reformulating this in the symbolism used in this thesis yields:

α = α0 exp

(
Ω (X, λ)

2Ca t∗
)
, (6.5)

with Ca the capillary number, and t∗ a dimensionless time. The function Ω as func-
tion of X and λ can be found in Tomotika [117] and is also shown here for λ = 1
in Figure 6.3 (for λ = 1, Stone and Brenner [109] provide the same solution in an
easier form). For arbitrary viscosity ratio, there is a wavenumber X that grows the
fastest, and that is the dominating one for the breakup of the thread. Since the sur-
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face tension is the driving force for the growth rate of the distortion, the breakup of a
thread can be used to measure interfacial tension, as done by Elemans et al. [43]. An
extensive review on the breakup of threads and jets has been written by Eggers [41].
The behavior of multiple threads interacting with each other is also interesting. El-
emans et al. [44] experimentally investigated the breakup of an array of threads.
Knops et al. [72] later conducted additional experiments, identifying different
breakup phenomena. Depending on the distance between the threads, threads can
either break up in- or out-of-phase; threads that are close together break in-phase,
and larger separations leads to out-of-phase breakup. Analysis by Knops et al. [72]
and Gunawan et al. [54] showed the critical distance to be about 3 thread radii for a
viscosity ratio of unity, and with increasing the viscosity ratio, the critical separation
distance increases. Hagedorn et al. [56] conducted several lattice-Boltzmann simu-
lations for threads placed next to each other, and noted “For an inter-thread spacing
less than or equal to 1.5 thread diameters, the threads tended to fuse at apparently
random points ...”. Although not described as such by these authors, this might also
be considered as in-phase breakup, where the coarseness of the simulation technique
prevents the ability to distinguish between touching and coalescing drops.
The influence of flow is relevant for processing. Tomotika’s result for extensional
flow [118] was later expanded by Mikami et al. [84], and even later by Khakhar and
Ottino [70], studying breakup of liquid threads with finite lengths in shear and exten-
sional flows. Frischknecht [47] studied phase-separating blends in shear and focused
on both the hydrodynamic Rayleigh instability, as well as the thermodynamic insta-
bility, and gave a critical capillary number of 0.18 for λ = 1; Gunawan et al. [55]
reported this to be 0.16 above which infinitely long equi-viscous threads are always
stable in shear flow.
Considering confinement, Son et al. [103] used experiments, lattice-Boltzmann sim-
ulations, and a simple analytical calculation to investigate the stability of confined
threads. Their main result is that confinement hinders growth of the local radius
in the direction perpendicular to the walls, which leads to shapes with a non-
axisymmetric cross section. This generates less driving force for the growth of the
amplitude of the waves since the surface-volume ratio is less ideal compared to the
case of circular cross sections. Also ribbons (threads where the primary axis of the
cross section is much larger than the minor one due to “squashing” of the thread
between the walls) formed by coalescence of drops are stable [83]. More lattice-
Boltzmann simulations for threads in tubes and between parallel plates were con-
ducted by Hagedorn et al. [56], mainly focusing on the tube configuration, reporting
various resulting drop shapes.
In this chapter, the periodic algorithm described in Chapter 2 is used to study con-
fined threads. First, some details concerning the mesh generation are given. Next,
the focus is on the growth of sinusoidal instabilities, and how confinement effects
this growth. Finally, the effect of multiple interacting threads is investigated. The
influence of shear flow is shown briefly. The results are limited to a viscosity ratio of
unity.
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Figure 6.2: Mesh generated to study infinitely long threads with n = 40 (top view). The
boundaries of the periodic domain in the x direction are indicated with the
dashed line. The light-colored elements are formed with only “real” nodes, while
the dark-colored ones are formed with real nodes on the edge, and “ghost nodes”.
Notice that the row of ghost nodes on the right is on the edge of the domain, as
the periodicity makes it an exact mirror image of the first row of real nodes on the
other side of the domain, while the row of ghost nodes on the left is outside the
domain. Not shown are the elements that connect both rows of ghost nodes, to
generate a closed, highly-distorted donut-shaped mesh.

6.2 Mesh generation

The generation of the mesh for threads differs from that for the spherical drops used
in this thesis thus far. The basis of the mesh is a tube with length Lx and radius R0,
and the only free parameter to define the coarseness is n, which defines the number of
rows of nodes in the x direction. This immediately gives ∆x, the separation between
the rows. As equilateral triangles are desired, the number of nodes in circumferential
direction ncirc is then given by:

ncirc =
πR0

tan (π/6)∆x
, (6.6)

rounded to the nearest integer value. The nodes in one row are then simply gen-
erated by projecting them on a unit circle, and a distance between each node of
∆θ = 2π

ncirc
rad. Each subsequent row of nodes is shifted with ∆θ/2 over the unit

circle to generate a mesh with equilateral triangles (see Figure 6.2). All nodes have a
connectivity number 6, which is optimal.
Due to the periodicity of the mesh, and due to the fact that the first and last row
of nodes lack neighboring nodes, two rows of “ghost nodes” are introduced. These
are nodes with identical properties to their real counterparts on the other side of the
mesh, but their x location is shifted with Lx. Furthermore, the ghost nodes are con-
nected to the nodes on the edge of the domain. The ghost nodes on either side of the
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domain are also connected to each other via extremely distorted elements. Although
these elements are not taken into account in the boundary-integral equations, they
ensure that the mesh is closed, which provides the ability to conduct various checks
on the number of nodes, sides, elements, and connectivity numbers.

6.3 Results

In this section, several results are presented, with the main focus on comparison
with published results, especially for unconfined threads, and subsequently show
the influence of the presence of walls. Comparison of the BIM results with Tomotika’s
theory serves as a validation of the model.
First, the stability of a confined thread is investigated. Son et al. [103] reported dif-
ferent growth rates parallel and perpendicular to the walls for different confinement
ratios. Here, this is investigated in a more systematic way. Five confinement ratios
are considered, and for each, several values of the wavenumber X are investigated.
The size of the periodic domain in the x direction is adjusted to the wavelength, and
Ly = 50. The simulations have to run for a short time span, since only the initial
growth rate is considered. The results are shown in Figure 6.3. For the unconfined
case (R/W = 0.1), an excellent agreement with Tomotika’s theory is obtained, and
only a minor difference between the parallel and perpendicular growth rate is found.
Increasing the confinement ratio results in a decrease in the growth rate for both par-
allel and perpendicular direction, but the effect is by far the strongest for the perpen-
dicular case, where it is already significantly reduced for a relatively low confinement
ratio of R/W = 0.3, and becoming virtually 0 for R/W = 0.9. This make sense, as
the walls hinder the growth in this direction. The parallel growth speed rates show
only a modest change. The wavenumber at which the maximum growth rate occurs,
shifts to larger values for the parallel and perpendicular amplitudes. This is in sharp
contrast with the experimental results of Son et al. [103], who reported that X shifts
to a lower value with increasing confinement ratio. However, their results are for a
viscosity ratio λ = 0.25, while the current study is limited to λ = 1. Since the vis-
cosity ratio is known to have a large effect on the behavior of threads, the difference
might explain this contradiction. Conducting a boundary-integral simulation with
λ = 0.25 would provide more insight, but those have not been conducted so far.
The minimal wavelength needed for the growth of an instability remains unchanged
(X = 1), which is as expected, since that criterion comes from the fact that only for
waves with a wavelength that is large enough, the surface area reduces with growing
amplitude, regardless of actual growth rate.
Next, the influence of the confinement on growth of the instability until the moment
of breakup is shown. The initial disturbance has a wavelength ω = 10 (or X = 0.62,
which is fairly close to the maximum wavenumber for all confinement ratios) and
initial amplitude α0 = 0.01. The periodic domain is adjusted to the wavelength, and
given by Lx = 10, Ly = 20, and the wall separation is varied. For various confinement
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Figure 6.3: Initial growth speed factor of the disturbance as function of the wavenumber: a.)
parallel to the walls, b.) perpendicular.

ratios, the evolution in time of the radius parallel and perpendicular to the wall, and
the radius of the neck, are shown in Figure 6.4a; the breakup time as function of the
confinement ratio is shown in Figure 6.4c. Breakup is found for all R/W < 1, but the
breakup time increases significantly for the higher confinement ratios. This might
explain the reporting of apparently stable threads in confinements [83], where in real-
ity the breakup time is larger than the experimental timescale. In the analysis of Son
et al. [103], it was argued that confined threads are stable between walls, because
the non-axisymmetric growth of the thread no longer leads to a decrease in surface
area for all wavelengths, and forces an increase in the wavelength, which diverges to
infinity. The current results are in disagreement with this, as growth of the instabil-
ity and reduction of surface area (Figure 6.4b) are found for all confinement ratios.
The analysis presented by Son et al. [103] might be a little too simple to capture the
dynamics of the whole thread. For example, they considered an elliptic cross section
with a disturbance that remains sinusoidal, regardless of the amplitude.
Next, an array of threads is considered. First, an attempt is made to reproduce the
in- and out-of-phase breakup behavior, by placing two or three threads next to each
other. For this, the initial growth rate again is considered. One thread (the middle
one in case of three threads) is given a small-amplitude sinusoidal disturbance. On
the neighboring threads, also a disturbance is placed, with either an identical (which
leads to in-phase behavior), or one with the negative amplitude (resulting in out-of-
phase behavior). Both situations are, albeit exaggerated, shown in Figure 6.5. The
thread separation is varied, and the initial growth rate Ω is computed.
Figure 6.6 shows the results for a configuration of three threads for three different
confinement ratios. The middle thread has a disturbance with ω = 10, and α0 = 0.01.
The two threads on either side both have the same disturbance, but the amplitude is
either 0.01 (in-phase) or -0.01 (out-of-phase). The thread separation is varied, and the
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Figure 6.4: Evolution of the a.) major radii, and b.) the surface area of one period of the
thread in time for various confinement ratios. c.) Breakup time as function of
the confinement ratio. The initial disturbance was characterized with ω = 10 and
α0 = 0.01.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.5: The initial configuration to study the growth rate of a.) in- and b.) out-of-phase
breakup behavior. The amplitude is enlarged and the wavelength reduced from
the actual simulation.

growth rate for the in-phase as well as the out-of-phase initial condition is plotted as
function of the separation.
Similar results as those obtained by Gunawan et al. [54] are found: for small sepa-
rations, the in-phase configuration has the largest growth rate, for large separations,
the out-of-phase behavior. The case for R/W = 0.1 can be considered the uncon-
fined situation. For this, Gunawan et al. [54] found a critical thread distance of 3.14,
which they suspected to be π exactly. The current results show a critical separation
just below 3. The boundary-integral method is relatively crude in obtaining growth
rates, which might explain the (minor) difference. Furthermore, a confinement ratio
of R/W = 0.1 is small, but non-zero and it still might have an influence. The current
method is also periodic in y direction, although once this influence is probably small.
When investigating different confinement ratios (0.5 and 0.9) it is obvious that with
increasing confinement ratio, the critical separations shifts to smaller thread separa-
tions.
Finally, the influence of shear flow is briefly investigated. A simple scaling argument
is presented here to predict the critical capillary number. As long as the shear flow
can convect waves over a distance ω/4 in a time shorter than it would take for the
thread to break, the thread is stabilized. The breakup time according to Tomotika’s
theory is:

tbreakγ̇ =
2Ca

Ω (X, λ)
ln

(√
2

3

R0

α0

)
, (6.7)

and the time it takes to convect waves:

tconvectγ̇ =
ω

4R0
=

π

2X
, (6.8)
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Figure 6.6: The initial growth rate of a sinusoidal disturbance on a thread, laying in between
two other threads as function of the thread separation for: a.) R/W = 0.1, b.)
R/W = 0.5, c.) R/W = 0.9. The growth rates are plotted for in-phase and out-of-
phase disturbances, and well as parallel and perpendicular to the walls.
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Figure 6.7: A rough estimate of the critical capillary number in shear flow, above which the
thread is stable, as function of the initial amplitude for X = 0.56 and λ = 1.

which gives a critical capillary number of:

Cacrit =
πΩ (X, λ)

4X ln
(√

2/3R/α0

) , (6.9)

above which the thread is stable. The factor
√

2
3

originates from equaling the am-
plitude to the mean thread radius, which would give a neck diameter of 0 [45].
Equation (6.9) is plotted as function of the normalized initial amplitude α0/R0 in
Figure 6.7. This estimate for the critical capillary number is likely to underestimate
the true value, since the breakup of the thread is unavoidable even if the neck radius
is not completely zero yet, and the growth rate of the distortion actually increases
as the neck gets thinner. For confined situations, on the other hand, Ω is lower, and
the critical capillary number decreases. The reported value of 0.164 by Gunawan
et al. [55] and 0.18 by Frischknecht [47] compares good to the highest values of initial
amplitude.
A detailed study of the critical capillary number as function of initial amplitude and
confinement ratio is beyond the scope of this thesis, and only several images to show
the influence of shear flow are presented in Figure 6.8, one for Ca = 0.05, which is
found to break up and thus below the critical capillary number, and one for Ca = 0.1,
which is supercritical. Note that the images are taken at the same time instance,
and due to the current scaling of the time, the growth rate decreases with increasing
capillary number.
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.8: Images of the thread shape taken at t = 0, t = 2 and t = 4 for a thread with
ω = 10, R/W = 0.5, α0 = 0.1, and a.) Ca = 0.05 b.) Ca = 0.1. The periodic
domain was given by Lx = 10 and Ly = 10, and the coarseness of the mesh by
n = 50.

6.4 Conclusions

The algorithm to compute periodic Green’s function as described in Chapter 2 is
used here to study the stability of equi-viscous confined threads. By comparing the
growth rate of an initial sinusoidal disturbance, an excellent match is obtained with
Tomotika’s theory for unconfined threads. As the confinement increases, the growth
rate decreases, mainly in the direction perpendicular to the walls, but overall stability
is not reached. Next, the interaction of multiple threads is shown. The onset of
in-phase and out-of-phase breakup is reproduced. A critical thread separation of
about 3 is found for unconfined threads, below which multiple threads break up
in an in-phase mode, and above which the out-of-phase breakup is preferred. The
critical separation shifts to smaller values for increased confinement ratios. Finally, it
is shown that shear flow stabilizes the thread, as long as the capillary number is high
enough, also in agreement with literature.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Conclusions and recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, the boundary-integral method is extended to model drop deformation
between parallel walls. For this, Green’s functions associated with the parallel-plate
configuration have been used. These Green’s functions involve Fourier-Bessel inte-
grals that have to be evaluated numerically. By subtracting slow-decaying terms, the
computation of these integrals can be sped up significantly. Further reduction of the
computation times can be achieved by making use of the Hele-Shaw form that the
integrals take in the far-field. Finally, the ability to handle periodic structures, like
e.g. threads in confinements, is demonstrated by taking advantage of the Hele-Shaw
formulation.
The boundary-integral method developed is first applied to study the deformation
of drops in confined shear flow. The presence of walls increases the deformation and
alters the drops’ alignment in flow direction. Two different influences on breakup are
observed: (i) for relative low confinement ratios, the drops align more in the strain
direction, and the critical capillary number increases; (ii) for higher confinement ra-
tios, the long drops align more in the flow direction, and the critical capillary number
decreases. This latter effect can also be deducted from using a slender-body theory
for confined drops.
Arrays of confined drops or particles in pressure-driven flows show pairing behavior
from the back, while at the front drops or particles separate. Deformability of drops
generates complicated dynamics, since pairs of drops migrate to a fixed intra-pair
separation. Also particles can demonstrate rich behavior. If one, or several, parti-
cles are displaced in lateral direction, all particles start to migrate leading to severe
distortions from the original order, while drops show stabilization versus these per-
turbations.
Sinusoidal distortions grow slower on confined threads, especially in the direction

73
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perpendicular to the walls, compared to unconfined threads. This gives increased
breakup times, but no absolute stability of threads. In- and out-of-phase breakup
behavior of multiple threads can occur, depending on their mutual separation dis-
tance. Confinement reduces the critical distance below which in-phase breakup oc-
curs. Shear flow stabilizes threads.

7.2 Recommendations

Although the work in this thesis presents a fairly complete picture concerning the
ability to use the boundary-integral method to study drop deformation between par-
allel walls, several challenges still remain open. First of all, suggestions have been
made in the individual chapters for additional research. These include (i) the inves-
tigation of overconfined drops and (ii) the breakup of drops with slowly increasing
capillary numbers, as mentioned in Chapter 4. Furthermore, (iii) the expansion of
the simplified multi-pole model to simulate trains with lateral displacements or 2D
arrays, and (iv) potentially drops with a non-unit viscosity ratio as mentioned at the
end of Chapter 5. And, finally, (v) the stability of non-equiviscous threads and more-
over of sheets, see Chapter 6.
The current implementation can also be improved, for example by implicit time in-
tegration [38], multi-pole expansion techniques [139, 140, 142], and algorithms to
simulate breakup and coalescence. With increasing computation power, the ability
to handle complete blends becomes more and more feasible, potentially combined
with the ability to model actual morphological transitions.
The main advantage of BIM over front-capturing methods is its ability to accurately
describe thin films, while maintaining a full-drop description [67]. This ensures that
coalescence of confined drops, or film drainage between wall and drop, can be stud-
ied with great accuracy [25]. Even foams can be studied, representing the extreme
case [73]. Since microfluidic devices are often promoted for their ability to as give a
unique advantage in creating certain morphologies, and coalescence is a non-trivial
part of the morphology development, this is certainly relevant. For example, BIM
could be used to understand the droplet-string transition that is reported by several
studies [83, 122]. Film drainage between walls and long drops, squeezed between
walls, is relevant for enhanced oil recovery in porous media or in pipe flows. There
are some issues with handling the singularity of the Green’s functions at the walls.
Staben et al. [106] used a boundary-integral method to study the movement of solid
spheres between walls, and, using near-singularity subtraction techniques, were able
to compute particle-wall separations down to 1% of the distance between the walls.
Drops sliding down an inclined wall were investigated by Griggs et al. [52], and also
in that work very small drop-wall spacings were realized.
As mentioned in the Introduction, biological applications for microfluidic devices
are becoming quite common. A natural extension of BIM is the ability to simu-
late more complex surfaces, for example possessing elasticity and bending stiffness,
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like in cells, membranes, or vesicles [93, 100]. To give an even more detailed de-
scription of biological cells, the nucleus could be modeled as a drop-in-drop mor-
phology. Surfactants are introduced in microfluidic devices to generate drop sizes
smaller than the orifice in flow-focusing devices [4]. Implementation to study the
effects of surfactants or electric fields [82, 99, 115, 116, 119] already exist for uncon-
fined boundary-integral methods [11, 42, 75], and can be an interesting addition to
and extension of the current studies in the parallel-wall configurations. Preliminary
work for surfactant-covered confined drops has already been conducted [66]. Finally,
the ability to handle square or rectangular channels would allow the study of more
realistic situations.
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APPENDIX A

Green’s functions for parallel walls

A.1 Definition

The Green’s function applied for a point force in a fluid between two parallel walls
were derived by Jones [68]. The expressions are all integrals over q with Bessel func-
tion weights. The integrands are defined as follows:

t1nn (q, z, z0) = E− [−v cosh (v) +B+ sinh (v)]w cosh (w) +

E+ [−v sinh (v) + A+ cosh (v)]w sinh (w) +

E+ [A+v sinh (v) − C+ cosh (v)] cosh (w) + (A.1)
E− [B+v cosh (v) −D+ sinh (v)] sinh (w) ,

t1np (q, z, z0) = E− [v sinh (v) − A− cosh (v)]w cosh (w) +

E+ [v cosh (v) −B− sinh (v)]w sinh (w) +

E+

[
−A+v cosh (v) + u2 sinh (v)

]
cosh (w) + (A.2)

E−

[
−B+v sinh (v) + u2 cosh (v)

]
sinh (w) ,

t1pn (q, z, z0) = E+ [−v sinh (v) + A+ cosh (v)]w cosh (w) +

E− [−v cosh (v) +B+ sinh (v)]w sinh (w) +

E−

[
A−v cosh (v) − u2 sinh (v)

]
cosh (w) + (A.3)

E+

[
B−v sinh (v) − u2 cosh (v)

]
sinh (w) ,
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t1pp (q, z, z0) = E+ [v cosh (v) − B− sinh (v)]w cosh (w) +

E− [v sinh (v) − A− cosh (v)]w sinh (w) + (A.4)
E− [−A−v sinh (v) + C− cosh (v) − 2u tanh (u) cosh (v)] cosh (w) +

E+ [−B−v cosh (v) +D− sinh (v) − 2u coth (u) sinh (v)] sinh (w) ,

(A.5)
r1pp (q, z, z0) =

[
−2e−u cosh (v) / cosh (u)

]
cosh (w) +[

−2e−u sinh (v) / sinh (u)
]
sinh (w) , (A.6)

where

u = qW, v = qz0, w = qz (A.7)

A± (u) = u± sinh (u) e−u = u± 0.5
(
1 − e−2u

)
, (A.8)

B± (u) = u± cosh (u) e−u = u± 0.5
(
1 + e−2u

)
, (A.9)

C± (u) = u (1 + u) ± sinh (u) e−u = u (1 + u) ± 0.5
(
1 − e−2u

)
, (A.10)

D± (u) = u (1 + u) ± cosh (u) e−u = u (1 + u) ± 0.5
(
1 + e−2u

)
, (A.11)

E± (u) =
1

sinh (u) cosh (u) ± u
. (A.12)

The integrands for the pressure vector are:

p1p (x,x0) = E− [A− cosh (v) − v sinh (v)] cosh (w)+

E+ [B− sinh (v) − v cosh (v)] sinh (w) ,
(A.13)

p1n (x,x0) = E− [B+ sinh (v) − v cosh (v)] cosh (w)+

E+ [A+ cosh (v) − v sinh (v)] sinh (w) .
(A.14)

For the evaluation of the pressure in the domain, where the pole and the field point
have to be switched, they are given by:

p1p (x0,x) = E−A− cosh (v) cosh (w) + E+B− sinh (v) sinh (w)−
E− cosh (v)w sinh (w) − E+ sinh (v)w cosh (w) ,

(A.15)

p1n (x0,x) = E+A+ sinh (v) cosh (v) + E−B+ cosh (v) sinh (v)−
E+ sinh (v)w sinh (v) − E− cosh (v)w cosh (w) .

(A.16)
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To recover the free-space Green’s function and pressure vector, the integrands are:

t0nn (z, z0) = t0pp = (1 + q |z − z0|) exp (−q |z − z0|) , (A.17)
t0np (z, z0) = t0pn = −q (z − z0) exp (−q |z − z0|) , (A.18)
r0pp (z, z0) = 2 exp (−q |z − z0|) , (A.19)
p0p (z, z0) = exp (−q |z − z0|) , (A.20)
p0n (z, z0) = (−1 + 2H (z − z0)) exp (−q |z − z0|) , (A.21)

with H the Heaviside function.

A.2 High q approximations

In Chapter 2 the high q approximations for t, indicated as t̆, are given by:

t̆1nn =
[
{−2 (W − z) (W − z0)} q2 + {−2W + z + z0} q − 1

]
exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) +[

{−2 (W + z) (W + z0)} q2 + {−2W − z − z0} q − 1
]
exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) +

[{z − z0} q + 1] exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) + (A.22)
[{−z + z0} q + 1] exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,

t̆1np =
[
{2 (W − z) (W − z0)} q2 + {z − z0} q

]
exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) +[

{−2 (W + z) (W + z0)} q2 + {z − z0} q
]
exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) +

[{−z + z0} q] exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) + (A.23)
[{−z + z0} q] exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,

t̆1pn =
[
{−2 (W − z) (W − z0)} q2 + {z − z0} q

]
exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) +[

{2 (W + z) (W + z0)} q2 + {z − z0} q
]
exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) +

[{−z + z0} q] exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) + (A.24)
[{−z + z0} q] exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,

t̆1pp =
[
{2 (W − z) (W − z0)} q2 + {−2W + z + z0} q − 1

]
exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) +[

{2 (W + z) (W + z0)} q2 + {−2W − z − z0} q − 1
]
exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) +

[{z − z0} q + 1] exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) + (A.25)
[{−z + z0} q + 1] exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,

r̆1pp = −2 exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) − 2 exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) . (A.26)
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t̆
(z)
1nn =

[
{−2 (W − z) (W − z0)} q3 + {z − z0} q2

]
exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) +[

{2 (W + z) (W + z0)} q3 + {z − z0} q2
]
exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) +[

{−z + z0} q2
]
exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) + (A.27)[

{−z + z0} q2
]
exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,

t̆
(z)
1np =

[
{2 (W − z) (W − z0)} q3 + {−2W + z + z0} q2 + q

]
exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) +[

{2 (W + z) (W + z0)} q3 + {−2W − z − z0} q2 + q
]
exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) +[

{z − z0} q2 + q
]
exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) + (A.28)[

{−z + z0} q2 + q
]
exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,

t̆
(z)
1pn =

[
{−2 (W − z) (W − z0)} q3 + {2W + z − 3z0} q2 + q

]
exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) +

[
{−2 (W + z) (W + z0)} q3 + {2W − z + 3z0} q2 + q

]
exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) +[

{z − z0} q2 + q
]
exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) + (A.29)[

{−z + z0} q2 + q
]
exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,

t̆
(z)
1pp =

[
{2 (W − z) (W − z0)} q3 + {−4W + z + 3z0} q2

]
exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) +

[
{−2 (W + z) (W + z0)} q3 + {4W + z + 3z0} q2

]
exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) +[

{−z + z0} q2
]
exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) + (A.30)[

{−z + z0} q2
]
exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,

r̆
(z)
1pp = −2q exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) + 2q exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) . (A.31)

The slow decaying terms for the pressure vector are:

p̆1p (x,x0) = [{2 (W − z0)} q − 1] exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) +

[{2 (W + z0)} q − 1] exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) + (A.32)
exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) + exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,

p̆1n (x,x0) = [{2 (W − z0)} q + 1] exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) −
[{2 (W + z0)} q + 1] exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) + (A.33)
exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) − exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,
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p̆1p (x0,x) = [{2 (W − z)} q − 1] exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) +

[{2 (W + z)} q − 1] exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) + (A.34)
exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) + exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,

p̆1n (x0,x) = [{2 (W − z)} q + 1] exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) −
[{2 (W + z)} q + 1] exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) + (A.35)
exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) − exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) ,

p̆
(z)
1p (x0,x) =

[
{2 (W − z)} q2 − 3q

]
exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) −[

{2 (W + z)} q2 − 3q
]
exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) + (A.36)

q exp ([−z + z0 − 4W ] q) + q exp ([z − z0 − 4W ] q) ,

p̆
(z)
1n (x0,x) =

[
{2 (W − z)} q2 − q

]
exp ([z + z0 − 2W ] q) +[

{2 (W + z)} q2 − q
]
exp ([−z − z0 − 2W ] q) + (A.37)

q exp ([z + z0 − 4W ] q) + q exp ([−z − z0 − 4W ] q) .

With these definitions of t̆, t− t̆ is the same as replacing E± in t with E±−4 exp (−2u).
However, this does not work for t1pp and t(z)

1pp due to the hyperbolic tangent and cotan-
gent terms. Therefore, we make an addition to t1pp and define it as:

t1pp (q, z, z0) = E+ [v cosh (v) − B− sinh (v)]w cosh (w) +

E− [v sinh (v) − A− cosh (v)]w sinh (w) +

E− [−A−v sinh (v) + C− cosh (v) − 2u tanh (u) cosh (v)] cosh (w) +

E+ [−B−v cosh (v) +D− sinh (v) − 2u coth (u) sinh (v)] sinh (w) +

8u [1 − tanh (u)] exp (−2u) cosh (v) cosh (w) + (A.38)
8u [1 − coth (u)] exp (−2u) sinh (v) sinh (w) .

With this modification, the substitution of E± gives t1pp − t̆1pp. The same applies to
t
(z)
1pp, where the terms cosh (w) and sinh (w) in the addition need to be replaced by
q sinh (w) and q cosh (w) respectively.
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A.3 Derivatives of Green’s function

The derivatives of G2W to x, indicated with
{
G2W

}(x), are given by:

{
G2W

xx

}(x)
=

1

2
{s}(x)

∫
∞

0

qJ1 (qs) t1pp dq − 1

2

{
ŷ2 − x̂2
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The expression for
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}(x) is the same as
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APPENDIX B

Taylor expansions used in the
slender-body theory

In Chapter 3 several intermediate results of the derivation of the integro-differential
equation are Taylor-expanded in 1/W . Here, expansion coefficients up to order 4
are shown for the velocities (Equations (3.17)-(3.19)), pressure (Equation (3.20)), and
densities of the singularities (Equations (3.22)-(3.24)).

cx,0 = Eη +

(
f

r
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)
sin θ (B.1)
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2
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2
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1

2
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Samenvatting

Miniaturisering is een van de huidige trends in de industrie. Vandaar het belang
van stroming door kleine kanalen voor het verwerken en analyseren van allerlei
vloeistoffen, met name mengsels van twee of meer componenten. Door de geringe
afmetingen speelt interactie met de wanden van het kanaal een belangrijke rol. In dit
werk is onderzoek gedaan naar het deformatie- en het opbreekgedrag van druppels
tussen twee parallelle platen, gebruikmakend van een speciale numerieke methode,
de "boundary-integral method", kortweg BIM. Het grote voordeel van deze meth-
ode is dat alleen het druppeloppervlak beschreven hoeft te worden en niet het hele
domein. Een van de nadelen is dat alleen vloeistoffen die Newtons gedrag vertonen
in stromingen zonder traagheid beschreven kunnen worden. Voor microscopische
toepassingen is dit echter het geval.
De Greense functies zijn aangepast om op wanden een snelheid gelijk aan nul te re-
aliseren, en er is veel aandacht besteed om deze termen snel, maar toch nauwkeurig,
te evalueren. De twee belangrijkste methoden om dit te realiseren zijn het vervangen
van langzaamconvergerende termen door analytische uitdrukkingen, en het gebruik
maken van asymptotische beschrijvingen van Greense functies, die ver weg een
Hele-Shaw-vorm aannemen. Ook periodieke structuren kunnen worden beschreven
met een aangepast algoritme dat ook gebruikt maakt van de Hele-Shaw-formulering.
In de analyses lag de nadruk op de beschrijven van het gedrag van druppels tussen
twee parallelle platen in een afschuifstroming. Druppeldeformatie neemt toe met
afnemende afstand tussen de wanden, hetgeen resulteert in een langere druppel met
een niet-ellipsoïde vorm. Dit geldt voor alle viscositeitsverhoudingen tussen drup-
pel en matrix. Het kritische capillairgetal (waarboven de druppel opbreekt) toont een
duidelijke afhankelijkheid van de viscositeitsverhouding. Vergeleken met het gedrag
in de afwezigheid van wanden blijken laagviskeuze druppels in situaties met een
afnemende wandafstand moeilijker om op te breken, is er nauwelijks een effect op
druppels met een viscositeitsverhouding van ongeveer 1, terwijl hoogviskeuze drup-
pels juist veel makkelijker zijn op te breken. Er wordt een verklarend mechanisme
gegeven en het belangrijkste effect van de twee wanden is de invloed die ze hebben
op de druppelrotatie. Door rotatie te verminderen, richten de druppels zich in eerste
instantie meer in de richting van het rekveld, en worden zo ten opzichte van een situ-
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atie zonder wanden meer gedeformeerd bij hetzelfde capillairgetal. Het gevolg is dat
het kritische capillairgetal omlaag gaat. In het geval dat druppels nog langer worden,
richten ze zich meer in de stromingsrichting, hetgeen leidt tot een minder effectief
stromingsveld, waardoor het kritische capillairgetal omhoog gaat. Dit laatste vindt
voornamelijk plaats bij laagviskeuze druppels en relatief grote wandafstanden, ter-
wijl bij hoogviskeuze druppels de rotatieverwijdering juist een dominante rol speelt.
Vanzelfsprekend geldt dat als hoogviskeuze druppels in de tijd ook verlengen, dat
weer een toename van het kritische capillairgetal wordt gevonden. De observatie dat
lange druppels zich meer in de richting van de stroming plaatsen wordt ondersteund
door een slender-body theorie.
Vervolgens is onderzocht hoe rijen druppels en deeltjes zich gedragen in een druk-
stroming. Twee druppels blijken elkaar paarsgewijs aan te trekken en bewegen naar
elkaar toe. Daarentegen tonen paren bestaande uit harde deeltjes geen relatieve be-
weging. Bij lange rijen druppels of deeltjes vindt paarformatie in beide gevallen
plaats, startend aan de achterkant van de rij. Aan de voorkant van de rij verwijderen
de druppels of deeltjes zich van de rest. Dit gedrag kan worden beschreven met
een simpel model, dat gebruikt maakt van het gedrag van dipolen. Worden één of
meerdere druppels of deeltjes in laterale richting verplaatst, dan tonen druppels sta-
biel gedrag tegen deze verplaatsingen, terwijl vaste deeltjes de neiging hebben zich
te verspreiden.
Hierna is het gedrag van oneindig lange draden tussen twee platen onderzocht. De
initiële groeisnelheid van kleine verstoringen op die draden is vergeleken met de the-
orie van Tomotika en een uitstekende overeenkomst wordt gevonden voor situaties
waarin de wandafstand groot is. Neemt de afstand tussen de wanden af, dan daalt
de groeisnelheid, met name in de richting loodrecht op de wanden. Ook verschuift
de golflengte waar de groeisnelheid maximaal is, naar kleinere waarden. Verder is de
onderlinge interactie tijdens het opbreken van meerdere draden onderzocht. In de
afwezigheid van wanden is de kritische afstand tussen de middelpunten van twee
draden, waar beneden ze in fase opbreken, is ongeveer 3 keer de straal van de draad.
Bij grotere draadafstand breken de draden uit fase op. De kritische waarde neemt
af met afnemende wandafstand. Tot slot is de stabiliserende werking van afschuif-
stroming op de groei van verstoringen aangetoond en met een eenvoudig model
afgeschat.
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